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The Ernest S. Bird Library at Syracuse Uni-
versity was dedicated April 6, 1973. This com-
memorative issue of The Courier presents the six
major addresses delivered on that occasion to the
University community, its guests and friends.
William Pearson Tolley, Chancellor Emeritus
of Syracuse University, spoke at the major dedica-
tion ceremonies in the new building on the
morning of Dedication Day. At the luncheon in
Hotel Syracuse, sponsored by Syracuse University
Library Associates, the speaker was Richard W.
Couper, President of the New York Public Library,
New York City.
Donald A. Dike, Professor of English at
Syracuse University, presided over an afternoon
symposium titled "Syracuse in Literature" in the
Leopold von Ranke Reading Room of Bird
Library. The symposium speakers were Professor
Dike; Hilton Kramer, Art Critic and Art News
Editor of the New York Times and a Syracuse
alumnus; Cecil Y. Lang, Commonwealth Professor
of English at the University of Virginia; and George
P. Elliott, Professor of English at Syracuse.
The six addresses appear in the order in which
they were presented.
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Patience, Thanksgiving,
and Opportunityfor Learning
by William Pearson Tolley
When I was a college dean at Drew University, Dr. Charles Thwing,
President of Western Reserve University, was asked what it was that a college
president needs most. His answer came as a surprise. At the age of 27 I found
it difficult to believe. For his reply was, "Patience." Today, forty-six years
later, as we dedicate this long awaited library, I believe it.
It took more than half a century to gather the funds for the Women's
Building at Syracuse. The campaign for our recently dedicated Student
Infirmary was one of twenty-five years of patient, persistent, dedicated
effort, as so many here can testify. All of our new classroom and laboratory
buildings, including the Law School and the Field House, required years of
organized fund raising.
One of the first things I was told when I came to Syracuse as chancellor
in September, 1942, was that the University had outgrown the Carnegie
Library built in 1907. The Director of Libraries, Dr. Wharton Miller,
informe d me in one of his early reports that it would serve no useful purpose
to increase the budget appropriation for new books when there was no space
for the books we already had. I did not follow his advice but I understood the
problem
The nation was at war in 1942. Because of the loss of male students
that fall, it was a difficult period for privately endowed universities. At best
we could find only a temporary answer for our library problem. Because we
were determined to build our book collection as rapidly as possible, much
that we did only increased the size and the gravity of our space and service
problems.
The temporary answer was a better utilization of space and an explosive
expansion of branch libraries. At various times in the nineteen forties our
libraries extended in distance from Auburn to Baldwinsville, from Thompson
Road and the State Fair Grounds to the Russian Language School at Skytop,
from Endicott to Utica, and from the old Law School and University College
in downtown Syracuse to more than a dozen branch libraries on the main
campus in addition to the Carnegie Library, the Forestry College Library and
the Library of the Medical College. Later the situation was eased to a degree
by the addition of the storage facilities of the Building and Grounds
Department at Ainsley Drive and the Continental Can Building on Erie
Boulevard. But by the nineteen sixties we knew the new library would be
built. There mght be delays because of site problems, but the years of
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planning by faculty and student committees, the University Design Board,
consultants, architects, engineers, librarians, trustees, and library associates
were coming to a close. I might no longer hold the office of chancellor but,
unlike Moses, I had only to live a little longer to see and enter and enjoy the
Promised Land!
In a culture grown soft and flabby through affluence and per-
missiveness, and in a period of mindless impatience, there is a special
sweetness about this dedication. Our sense of appreciation is deeper because
of the long years of struggle and effort. The fact that it did not come easily or
quickly adds a spice, a savor, a refreshing quality, and extends the range of
our joy.
I will not press the point, but I might observe that it is not only college
presidents who need patience. We all need it. America needs it. It would be
good for our soul.
If the first word that crosses our minds this morning is patience, the
second is thanksgiving. We owe so much to so many on this happy day. How
do we find the words to express our thanks? Where do we begin? Where do
we end? How can we be sure that no one's part is minimized and no one is
left out?
We can't pay tribute to everyone by name, but even across a century
there are those we should not forget on this memorable occasion. The first is
Charles Wesley Bennett, Professor of History, who became Librarian of the
University in 1875. When appointed, he assumed the direction of a library of
2,300 books and no budget for new ones (actually his budget was about
twenty-six dollars per year). Within a few months, however, he had won the
interest and support of Dr. and Mrs. John Morrison Reid, and they proved to
be two of the best friends the library would ever have. In the first summer
after his appointment as librarian, through the generosity of the Reids,
Professor Bennett purchased 4,500 volumes in Edinburgh, London, Amster-
dam, Brussels, Berlin, Leipzig and Paris. And before he returned he had
learned that the great library of his revered teacher, Leopold von Ranke,
might some day be sold, and he determined that it must come to Syracuse. It
was Dr. Reid, of course, whose gifts would make this possible. But it was
Bennett's dream, Bennett's persistence, and Bennett's persuasion. Even after
Professor Bennett left Syracuse to teach at the Garrett Biblical Institute, he
played an indispensable role in the acquisition of the von Ranke Library.
Nor can too mu ch be said of ~r. and Mrs. Reid. They did not advertise
their gifts. Because they gave anonymously we know only a part of what they
did. We do know that several of the special library collections, the Ranke
Library, their own library of several thousand volumes, and a sizable
endowment fund were among their many gifts.
Henry Orrin Sibley and his wife, Mary J. O'Bryan Sibley, also deserve
our thanks today. Dr. Sibley was the Librarian, Mrs. Sibley the Assistant
Librarian. Their combined salary was $1,275 in the year ending May 31,
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1894. After Dr. Sibley's death Mrs. Sibley took over the direction of the
library, although with the title of Assistant Librarian for many years, and she
served as Professor of Library Economy until 1913. Theirs is a story of
outstanding, unselfish devotion and service. They gave their lives to the
library.
After the turn of the century there were many friends of the library.
Andrew Carnegie ranks at the top of the list. John Archbold was another.
William J. Peck, Henry Danziger, Manly S. Hard and James J. Belden were
others. Congressman Belden, a trustee of the University, gave the Belden
Economics Library, but we .remember him today for the gift of the elephant
folio of The Birds of America by John J. Audubon, one of the greatest
treasures of the library (at a recent auction a copy like ours brought a sale
price of $186,000).
There is not time to recite the whole history of the library. I must move
on to friends of the library closer to the present time. The first of these was a
chairman of the Board of Trustees, the late George Arents. Mr. Arents was
one of the great book collectors of his day. His Tobacco Collection at the
New York Public Library is one of the most extraordinary collections of that
magnificent institution. He was my mentor in the collection of rare books; he
was my friend; he was my advisor. I loved him dearly. It was George Arents
who persuaded me that we must begin a rare book collection. It was George
Arents who gave us the Lena Richardson Arents Rare Book Room. It was
George Arents who assured me that there would be a million dollars in his
will for the new library.
That was a memorable day in my life. I shall not forget it. It was the
first promise of a major gift to the new library and it came at a time when I
was discouraged. I should have felt greatly encouraged when later, after a
lengthy session, he agreed that his gift would be two million dollars. But
college presidents are never satisfied. I recall that I returned to Syracuse
feeling that I had failed to tell the story of our need as it should have been
told. I felt that, had I been more persuasive, the gift would have been much
larger. Today, however, I am deeply grateful. George Arents was one of our
greatest benefactors. We owe him more than we can say.
There are interesting stories about many of the friends of the library.
They are a remarkable group. I think of Sol Feinstone-one of the most
interesting men I have known; Adrian Van Sinderen, who, like George Arents,
was my teacher, guide and friend in the world of book collecting; John
Mayfield, suis generis, here today with Edith and her sister, Bea-they are our
deeply beloved patrons and friends. To these I would add Frank Piskor and
Bernie Singer, John Crawford, Finla Goff Crawford, Harry King, Jim Latorre,
Newell Rossman, Frank Wingate, Ken Bartlett, Dewitt LeFevre, Len Gorman,
Walter Welch, David Fraser, Dorothy Thompson, Mrs. Lyman Spire, Mrs.
Cornell Blanding, Bertha Walsworth, Joseph and Sol Spector, Benjamin Lake,
Frances Singer, Staff Ellithorpe, Doss Witherill , Dave Winter, Agnes Meyer,
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Charles Bollinger, Chester Soling, Sidney Davison, Frank Love, Allan
Coughlin, Sarah Auchincloss, Reed Rotunno, Pete Terhune, Murray Salzberg,
Donald Bean, Dick Underwood, Abby Harper, Sam Mehlman, J. Wesley
Warner, Eugene and Grace Howard Smith, Morse Dellplain, Ignatz and Yanka
Wohl, Arthur Wohl, Foster Post, Bob Cutler, Charles and Rosanna Batchelor,
John Reifert, Warren and Edith Day, John O'Connor, Charles Merrill, William
Tatham Calder, the Rosamond Gifford Foundation, and hundreds who have
given their personal papers, their libraries or special collections.
How do we thank the members of the faculty, Mary Marshall, chief of
all, but also the many members of the English Department and colleagues like
Eric Hemmingsen, Harley McKee, Tony Pace, Ted Barck, Park Hotchkiss,
Phillipps Bradley, Bruno Green, Douglas Haring, Morris Hurley and Horace
Landry?
How do we thank adequately the librarians and their staffs, the
Yenawines, the Boes, Lester Wells, Mrs. Newlove, Phoebe Ferris, Terry
Bender, and Howard Applegate. Warren Boes deserves a special accolade.
Almost as much as the architects, Warren can say, "This is my building. I had
a part in all you see." In a recent letter to Horace Landry, Steve Bird wrote:
"Please give Warren a pat on the back. He deserves it."
How do we thank Chancellor Eggers, Lachlan Peck, Harry Yeiser,
Newell Rossman, and all the members of Vice Chancellor Rossman's staff?
And let us not forget the architects, King and King. Russell King is here
to represent them He, his father and his associates are all a delight to work
with. The engineers and the builders also deserve the highest praise.
I have left two names to the last. They are Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Stevenson Bird. Steve and Marie Bird are warmhearted, generous people who
shrink from any public recognition or thanks. It would have afforded us great
pleasure if their health had permitted them to be here today.
Steve Bird was a member of the Class of 1916. He came to Syracuse
with about $6.00. He was given a scholarship. He earned his way washing
dishes, tending furnaces and setting pins in the university bowling alleys. He
could have been an outstanding member of the track team had he not had to
work so hard simply to stay in school.
As a senior he was the head cheerleader, then called cheermaster. He
was a member of the Senior Council. He was also a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha, my own fraternity. He was warmly respected and loved. He was the
friend and fraternity brother of Frank Love and my older brother Harold.
Some day I hope Steve and Marie Bird will pay an unannounced visit
and will enjoy a quiet guided tour of their beautiful building. It will be a
proud day for them and a wonderful day for us. This morning we simply send
them our love and say again that we are immensely grateful.
In addition to our thoughts about patience and thanksgiving, let us
think finally of opportunity for learning. The significance of this building is
the increased opportunity it provides for learning. It is a new opportunity for
the city and the county, for business and industry, for old and young, for
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everyone in the community as well as university students and members of the
faculty. It is a community resource of the highest importance. It adds a new
dimension to the cultural life of our city. It opens doors of opportunity to
learn that we have not had before.
This is a learning center designed for people to use. It is very unlike the
libraries of an earlier day. It is a learning center in music and art as well as in
the world of the printed page. This is a building that makes real the spirit of
learning. Here one comes to understand the University's threefold aim to
conserve, transmit and advance knowledge and learning. Here is expressed
both lehr freiheit - freedom of teaching, and lem freiheit - freedom of
learning - the two requirements of a university truly free.
Perhaps more than any building on the campus, this sets the tone of the
University, expresses its hopes and aspirations, indicates its values, tells the
order of its priorities, exemplifies its spirit, and reaffirms its purpose.
It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of this building to the
members of the faculty. It will contribute immensely to their growth and
usefulness. But it is an even greater boon to students. What we have here is an
extra faculty, an additional faculty - not only in the books and manuscripts,
but in the trained library staff. It is a supporting body of teachers and friends
available day and night to learners at every level of age, interest and ability.
Again, what a host of instructors stand ready to help us each time we
approach the library shelves or use the tapes and records and fJ.1ms,
information retrieval systems and computer-stored lectures and lessons. By
the opening of a book, the turning of a dial or the flick of a switch, we have
instant access to a faculty greater than that of any university in history.
We hear a good deal today about the absence of any increase in
productivity in education. There appears to be little to match the increase in
productivity in business and industry. Indeed the charge is made that there
has been a sharp decline in productivity in higher education. Critics say that
teachers teach too little, have classes that are too small, and resist the
introduction of the new learning technology. True or false, the charge should
be faced and answered.
It is answered in this building. Here is a demonstration of the value of
the new learning technology. Here is the opportunity for an enormous
increase in student and faculty productivity. Indeed the record of student use
since the library was opened - a four or five-fold gain - is all the evidence we
need that productivity in higher education can be greatly increased.
But if the significance of this building is opportunity for increased
learning or increased productivity, that opportunity should be pursued,
developed and used. Now that we have the Bird Library we could achieve an
immediate increase in faculty productivity and a corresponding reduction in
instructional costs and the size of the faculty if we increased organized
faculty consultation with students, added to independent study and learning
opportunities in the library, and added to the hours of credit per course or
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reduced the hours of classroom instruction while leaving the course credit the
same. To tie hours of credit to the number of hours spent in class is as
bankrupt and outmoded as the Penn Central. In many doctoral programs this
is now well understood. But we have yet to learn it in higher education as a
whole.
Even if this were not a time of rising costs and financial pressure, we
should make much greater use of the new learning technology and increase
both the opportunity and the responsibility of 'students for their own
learning. Whatever increases the rate of learning and the maturity and
independence of the students improves the quality and the productivity of
education.
Students are now treated as adults in their personal behavior and living
arrangements. They play an important role in the governance of the
University through their membership in the University Senate. Until this
library was opened, however, there was little evidence that students were
taking any larger responsibility for self-education. In most of our colleges,
academic advising of students by members of the faculty is as impersonal,
chaotic and meaningless as ever. Courses of instruction are still dull, poorly
organized and indifferently taught. Many of the academic innovations of the
past five years are a retreat from reason and disciplined learning.
Again, the blunt truth is that far too many young people, already
enrolled in college, are not ready for academic work at the college or
university level. One wonders whether it is twenty percent or as high as forty
percent that should not be in college at all. But since they are there, and so
long as they are, they must be fed by spoon, for they cannot feed themselves.
More and more, however, higher education should be organized not for
the student who should not be there but for the mature student ready and
willing to learn. Students will always need personal attention, personal
interest, personal friendship and understanding. They will also need good
instruction. Indeed the role of the teacher will be more important, not less.
But we must use all the tools of learning, all the fruits of advancing
technology, and students who are adults must behave as adults in assuming
responsibility for self-education. They should also behave as adults in this
library. The penalty for any malicious mischief or vandalism should be quick
and quiet separation from the University.
As we dedicate this library we turn our faces to the future. There is so
great a challenge to break new ground in American higher education. There is
so great an opportunity to narrow· the gap between theory and practice in
higher education. There are so many vistas of lern-freiheit - students moti-
vated to learp., excited by learning, mature and responsible, who can travel
under their own power.
We have spoken of patience and thanksgiving and opportunity for
learning. It is appropriate to think of all three. But the significance of the
Ernest Stevenson Bird Library - and the promise of this memorable day is
new opportunity for learning.
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Research Libraries:
Their Function, Friends,
Funding and Future
by Richard W. Couper
It would be customary, ritualistic, expected, and facile of me to say it
is a pleasure to be here with you. So i shall not do the unexpected; it is a
pleasure to be here, indeed, a very special pleasure and for a host of reasons.
Let me be specific:
This is the day of dedication of the Ernest S. Bird Library
at Syracuse University. What greater and more delightful exercise
than to mark this day for a university library! Since I spend my
time and life with a library, I can conceive of no greater event.
This dedication is in upstate New York; being by birth,
inclination and affection an upstate New Yorker, I have special
interest in all significant activity in this part of the country.
People are more important than books, though there are
days when this statement is difficult to make emphatically. There
are four people among us with whom I have had rewarding ties,
and for whom I have particular regard:
Chancellor William Pearson Tolley whom I have
known and admired most of my lifetime. His competences
run alpha to omega; I particularly single out his prowess on
the tennis court.
The Reverend Ben Lake whose capacities are many,
who serves as chairman of the Syracuse University Library
Associates. Ben and I were contemporaries as under-
graduates: I had regard for him then, but I must say that
regard was increased and intensified when he had the good
sense and good fortune to marry Cynthia.
Chancellor Mel 'Eggers and I had tenuous associations
when he was an administrator here at Syracuse and when I
was Deputy Commissioner for Higher Education of New
York State. There may be a glut of Ph.D.'s, but there is no
glut of competent, dedicated top administrators in aca-
demia. The University is fortunate in having Mel at the
helm.
Similarly, Warren Boes and I have known each other
from a time back, and currently have particular ties through
the Association of Research Libraries, and because of the
fact that we both work for major libraries in this state. The
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Bird is in hand, I'd say.
Finally, and still under the heading Glad to Be Here, let me
say that the library is the university. Occasionally the faculty and
students - even a stray trustee - may disagree. But it is the
university. Of course I am glad Mr. Schwartzwalder will continue
to be around for a bit, but the library is the university.
Physical plant has much to do with function and inspiration, especially
in libraries and museums. I am always mindful of Frank Lloyd Wright's
comment about the Soldiers/Sailors Monument building: "You can't touch a
molding on this building without improving it." This new structure is
appropriately fitting and inspiring.
Before I make it blunderingly and totally obvious, let me say I am not a
librarian. My father at age fifty-four became a banker by profession for the
first time. He has remarked to me that he did not know much of the
nitty-gritty of detailed banking operations, but he knew a fair amount of the
process of negotiation and merger (he led five of these), and he knew
something of the mystery of the ways in which people are molded and
melded for the running of an enterprise. I know little of true librarianship. I
could do little for you by attempting to discourse on preparation services,
conservation or subject matter of one of the New York Public Library's
twenty-three research divisions. I do, however, have an ever increasing
knowledge of the broad policy issues facing major libraries, relationships
among similar institutions, of the need for intense gospeling among
foundations, city, state, and federal governments, of the care and nurture of
trustees, of general issues of administration. It is in these areas that I shall try
to say a word about our common concerns.
So I am not a librarian. I am a sciolist. A sciolist is a person who knows
a lot of things and knows them all badly. As Simeon Stylites observed in the
Christian Century some thirteen years ago: "If a man knows a lot of things
badly, he will have a lot more fun than the timid soul who never strays
beyond the confines of what he knows perfectly. A man who does a lot of
things badly is well rounded, in contrast to the specialist who is sharp as a
needle, and just as narrow. " So I am a sciolist, and a happy one.
It is happy for all of us to assemble at the University when a true
university purpose is being celebrated. It is happy and appropriate that there
are no special distresses of the likes, of two, three and four years back. Of
course, not all of our university friends suffered those pangs and throes. You
perhaps know the story of one of the women's colleges at Oxford. It seems
that at a faculty tea the subject of campus unrest in the United States came
up. The question was asked, were there any similar signs at Oxford? One
Senior Fellow responded: "I find many of our students cutting across the
grass instead of using the paths."
We really should say a word about libraries. My references must needs
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be substantially in terms of the New York Public Library, not just to toot its
horn, but because it is what I know. I cannot attempt to give you a complete
description, but let me offer a quantitative glimpse:
Some 3,000 people employed
Some 83 branches, 26 research divisions
Budgets of $33,000,000 +
Entries in some 3,000 languages and dialects
17,000,000 cataloged and processed entries in the research
divisions
In Guiness record book fashion I could continue for some time, in fact, let
me give you a Guiness entry: "The largest non-statutory library in the world
is the New York Public Library (founded 1895) on Fifth Avenue, New York
City, with a floor area of 525,276 square feet. The main part of the collection
is in a private research library which has 4,666,326 volumes on eighty miles
of shelves, 9,000,000 manuscripts, 120,000 prints, 150,000 phonograph
records and 275,000 maps. There are also 81 tax-supported branch libraries
with more than 3,231,696 books and 4,000,000 pictures." The statistics
aren't quite correct, but they are indicative.
So I preside over a grand bureaucracy. With some frequency I think
fondly of James Boren, founder of the National Association of Professional
Bureaucrats. Boren is the father of creative bureaucracy. His advice, when
facing big policy decisions, is "When in charge, ponder. When in trouble,
delegate. When in doubt, mumble. Then refer the whole problem to a
coordinating committee for review."
The attention span of most human beings is measured in seconds, not
even minutes, so by the numbers and not yet having said anything, I have
lost most of you. So I repeat the fact that I am not a professional librarian,
yet I am associated with a library which has local, state, regional, national and
international functions and participations. Why am I associated with such a
library? Our trustees have established a counterpart of the structure now used
by many universities. I speak of the chancellor-president structure of, for
example, New York University and the University of Rochester right here in
New York State. We have a president and a director. This allows us a form of
Davis-Blanchard approach, i.e., Mr. Outside and Mr. Inside. For purposes of
real function and of ritual, it allows us two principals. All this can look lovely
on paper, but that matters little if the chemistry of the people is too reactive.
In our instance it works, or at least I think so. Mr. Cory, the Director of the
Library, might have a different version.
I spoke of this structural parallel to the university. In one way we far
outdistanced our university friends. We were far ahead of them in the
development of operating deficits too large to conceal or eradicate. So we
have been coping with plaguing dollar problems for a far longer period, and
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with about as much success. In fact, I remain humbly conscious of the
comment which appeared in a piece about Erik Erikson: "That people do not
know how to succeed is bad enough, but the worst is that they do not know
how to fail."
Many of you know, I dare say, of the National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science. As I have read and pondered the panoply facing this
commission, I am stunned, for the word library is no longer a generic word. It
has become very imprecise, for the range legitimately contemplated under
libraries is wide and incredible, and not at all well known. The word is as
imprecise as that lovely and much used descriptive, post-secondary, as in
post-secondary education. Today I emphasize the fact that we are dedicating
a special kind of library; a university library which must serve undergraduate
and research constituencies. Libraries in the very general sense are related, but
I emphasize that in shapes and varieties they exceed Mr. Heinz's 57. Research
libraries are quite special and apart, and there are wide differences among
them The New York Public Library, for example, has varieties of special
descriptions attaching to it: noncirculation of materials in the research
libraries; single copies of all of its entries, no multiple copies; a special
classification system; and very special definitions, for example, we describe
rare books as those published on the Continent before 1600, in the British
Isles before 1620, and in the United States before 1820. This is a bit unusual.
In the body of these remarks I am mindful that a good Calvinist
typically .makes three points in his exposition. Since this university was
Methodist by extraction, and since I am an Episcopalian by conviction, I
choose to do violence to the trinitarian approach - I elect four points. I am
mindful we have been in a vogue of pass/fail, that in earlier days F had a
distinct and unpleasant connotation, despite which fact my four points are
F-associated. I am also aware that 4F had a special connotation, albeit less
now that we are by definition, if not in practice, shut of a draft army and
Southeast Asia involvements.
My points as they relate to research libraries are these:
Function
Friends
Funding
Future
As to function, it strikes me that much is clear even to the layman.
Particularly in a university context, the primary function must be to relate to
curricular needs and to defmed resecU-ch needs of the faculty. Guidelines are
essential, just as is' review of guidelines. Access is of the essence, not necessarily
always possession. Distinctly in a research library, certain collections must be
special, unique, comprehensive. In these times the squirrel instinct must be
shunned. Intelligent turndowns are as important as gladsome acceptances,
with respect to gifts and materials.
I think all of us are acutely aware that in the instance of substantial
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libraries, whether they be university associated or independent, full and
regular disclosure is mandatory, very particularly so in the instance of
institutions with any depository aspects, in the instance where any public
dollars are involved, in the instance where private constituencies are
importuned for dollars. Concealment, or as we should currently call it,
Watergating, is simply not tolerable.
I have emphasized the need of guidelines and review of guidelines. It is
well to bear in mind the words of Sidney Smith: "All establishments die of
dignity. They are too proud to think· themselves ill or take a little physic."
And I have the feeling that Mel Eggers, Warren Boes and I, along with a good
company, must remember Brand Blanshard's adage, that there is enormous
drudgery in everything worthwhile. Similarly, we can do worse than to recall
the remarks of the Red Queen in Through the Looking Glass as she was
speaking to Alice: "Now here you see, it takes all the running you can do to
keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at
least twice as fast as that."
Function, I suggest, is a present and continuing concern.
The F number two - Friends, especially the capital F kind of Friends. I
am especially glad today that our audience is lay, not professional, so I can be
reasonably certain I am among friends.
Certain words, friends being one of these, quickly suggest opposites, as
in friends-hostiles, peace-war, plenty-scarcity, civil liberty-constraint, wealth-
poverty. Hostility does spring all too quickly to mind, for libraries do have
hostiles: the harmful environment, dollar lacks, anti-intellectual hard-noses.
But we are today among friends, and friends who can be and must be
advocates, supporters, proponents of libraries.
The bulk of major research libraries has some form of friends
organization, but the variations are wide. Whatever the form or organization,
the need is there. Obviously there is a nexus between friends and funding
levels, although funding is by no means the sole function of friends groups.
The funding picture among research libraries is mixed - some cuts, some level
(which with inflation means cuts), some increase. Over-all in 1970/71,
members of the Association of Research Libraries suffered a gross drop of
two million dollars in acquisition funds, in percentage terms two and
one-half, this arrayed against an aggregate figure of some eighty millions of
dollars.
The New York Public Library has had some form of friends
organization since the thirties. In fits and starts, friends have made
considerable difference in the quality of our library. Indeed, one of our
greatest friends made one of our best collections available with funds to
sustain it. George Arents was as great a friend of the New York Public Library
as he was of Syracuse University. And in the past two years we have gone
from about three thousand annual givers to more than eight thousand, while
the annual contribution amount has moved from about $750,000 to
approximately $3,000,000.
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When Mary Hyde delivered a talk before the Friends of the Columbia
Library on the occasion of their twentieth anniversary in 1971, she recorded
the fact that more than one thousand friends groups exist in this country.
Mrs. Hyde goes on to give a fascinating exposition on the subject of friends,
the essence of which is that amorphous friends groups date from Oxford of
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, while more formalized
groups began in the twentieth century, the first clear identification being that
of the Bibliotheque Nationale just before World War I.
There is much flowering which can, indeed, must occur. There is no
better way to marry amateur bibliophiles and concerned citizens to libraries
than through friends groups.
Now we must speak of life blood, and hope it is always red and
life-giving: Funding. I suppose we can begin with two flip but cutting
remarks. First, as some wag has remarked, the situation is critical, but not
serious; and second, a non-profit institution is an organized appetite for
expenditure. I am sure we all remember Samuel Gomper's comment in 1898
when he was asked what it was that Labor wanted: "More."
Our observations on funding might be divided into two parts. First
costs; then sources of funding, both public or tax dollar and private.
As to costs, the problem is no different from that of your grocery bill.
To stay level, acquisition costs gallup at annual rates exceeding ten percent.
Serials are undoubtedly the worst acquisition problem in this sense.
Additionally, research libraries tend to get quantitites of materials from
overseas; two devaluations have scarcely been helpful. My favorite illustrative
example has to do with Chemical A bstracts, a sine qua non for any science
collection. The cost of these rose 3,250 percent in the period of 1951 to
1971. In our library, for entirely valid and supportable reasons, it costs more
to process a book than it does to acquire it.
Costs, then, have risen preposterously, so administrators have had to
take steps, some already mentioned. The University of Minnesota recently
asked all departments to come in with budgets at ninety-four percent of the
previous year. Some institutions have imposed job freezes, others have
mandated pay raises of no more than four percent as against a more ordinary
six to eight percent. The point is, the crunch is real and here.
What about the income side? First, the public dollar. In the instance of
our library there are city, state and national considerations, while in
university libraries there are state and federal components. We must face
realistically the budget lock-ins and' constraints of each of the three public
entities. As John Lindsay wrote in Saturday Review, welfare, debt service,
salaries, and pensions comprise eighty-two percent of the New York City
budget, and it is difficult to move any of these factors significantly.
When having a look at the public dollars, one must bear in mind the
reality that policitians are not notorious for reading. You've heard the Al
Smith story. A letter went to Albany when he was Governor, asking whether
he had ever read the Horatio Alger books. A response came back from his
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secretary, reading, "Governor Smith asked me to tell you that he never reads
any books, and Alger's was among them." New York State has given
reasonable support to local libraries, to systems, to the nine reference and
research organizations, and as I write this, I think it fair to say there may be
modest increases both this year and next.
Federal support to libraries, to cultural institutions in general, has been
comparatively nonexistent. In the instance of the Arts, our government
spends fifteen cents per capita as compared with two dollars and forty-two
cents in West Germany, and two dollars per capita in both Austria and
Sweden. Taxes are never a popular subject, but it is the case that in toto we
are taxed less than any Western European people. Granted, of course, there
are inequities. One is mindful of Colbert's comment: taxation is "the art of
plucking the goose in such a way as to produce the largest amount of
feathers, with the least possible squawking."
A comment about federal attitudes and libraries appeared in a piece by
Walter Terry in which he was referring to the dance collection of the New
York Public Library and the fact that it very nearly closed down. A writer
from abroad commented, according to Terry, "Surely your government
would not permit that to happen. Ah, but then, you don't have a king who
cares, do you?"
I find the federal attitude and approach impossible and entirely
troublesome under the current national leadership. There is proposed a
preposterous cutback in federal funds for libraries and higher education,
effective July 1, 1973. The proposed increases for the National Endowment
for the Humanities and for the National Endowment for the Arts are
praiseworthy, but the two actions are not equitable, that is, the cutting back
on the one hand and the increasing on the other. One does have a bit of
trouble with the flim-flam of a federal challenge grant of $750,000, in return
for which the recipient guarantees to raise $1,500,000 by his own efforts, the
federal announcement being a grant of $2,250,000. The New York Times
headline of March 21st is relevant: "Nixon's men: All work and no frills."
Once again, I believe friends and their influences are important. Perhaps
we can combine these influences with judicious usages of the new technique
of psycho-surgery which calls for destruction or removal of brain tissue to
alter behavior. Richard Rovere wrote recently, in referring to the danger of
the American conscience: "Some of this danger may recede when we have
left Vietnam, but only if we direct our energies to the betterment of our own
social order. As of now there is little evidence that we will do anything of the
sort."
As to private fund sources, the comments are obvious and little needs
saying. We all must cease our diffidence, and in the proportion to which we
succeed, additional dollars will flow. Particularly in a university setting, one
must remember the advice of a Yale president: "Be kind to your A and B
students. Someday one of them will return to your campus and be a good
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professor. Also be kind to your C students. Someday one of them will build
you a library." (The story, as I originally heard it, said science laboratory - I
have taken poetic license.)
In concluding this third F, Funding, and in considering the times, I have
come to pay considerable attention to the epitaph on the hypochondriac's
tombstone: "I told you I was sick."
Fourthly, and finally, then, the Future, some considerable share of
which I have already consumed.
There are quantities of ifs, but given considerable effort and reasonable
dollops of the X factor which most of us call luck, there is a great future.
Some of the identifiable factors are these:
1. The federal situation just now mentioned.
2. Institutional change. This is a quintessential factor. I suppose it is
illustrated by the story of the lady who said, "You know, I have come to
think it is perfectly all right to drink white wine with beef." This factor
involves abandonment of that cardinal sin, institutional pride. In a library
sense, possession -is increasingly inconsequential: access is the key. Thus the
relationship of and the essential integration of major libraries is an absolute.
3. The employment and control of technology as it relates to libraries.
This has to do with the factors of access, retrievability, integration of
collections, collection guidelines, common bibliographic bases. There is
already considerable involvement in this area. Your library is already
enmeshed. The New York Public Library, to cite an example, has not had any
catalog card entries for research library acquisition since January of 1972. All
is contained in a dictionary book catalog produced by a computer, monthly,
cumulatively. One of the "bewares" in this complicated area is glossalalia-
speaking in tongues. English is preferable.
In concluding, let me say just two things in addition to reiterating my
pleasure at being among you.
First, the individual - you and I - does count. Our influences can be
felt. As James Reston pointed out not long ago, the eighteen-year franchise
and the extensive legal changes relating to ecology and the environment have
come about largely because individuals cared and translated their concerns.
Indeed, I say we must.
Second, and finally, I can do no better than quote a great American
educational leader who has perceptively aided libraries:
In an imperfect world, peopled by imperfect men, our universities
still remain the most 'hopeful of human institutions. They bridge
the gap of years, joining young and old together in the enterprise
of teaching and learning, receiving knowledge, sifting it, retaining
what seems true, discarding what is false, and sending out year
after year into the world a new breed to serve it and later to learn
their turn from 'the generations yet unborn.'
The writer is Nathan Pusey, sometime Harvard president, now head of the
Mellon Foundation.
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Syracuse in Literature
by Donald A. Dike
I t is a privilege to participate in the dedication of this fine building,
which has already given and which. will continue, increasingly, to give so
much intellectual pleasure to faculty and students alike. At the center of any
university stands, or ought to stand, its library. That Syracuse University has
erected a library worthy of that crucial position is cause for legitimate pride.
To say that the library is central to university life is equivalent to saying
that language is central to the life aimed at wisdom, the means and principle
of its activity. The little old lady in tennis shoes was more profound than she
knew: the famous little old lady who remarked, "How do I know what I
think until I've said it?" So the Socratic dialectic has to do with the
self-correcting movement of the mind and with the serious play of complex
ideas; it has to do, equally and indistinguishably, with the dramatic
interaction and discovery of verbal possibilities: meanings. As for Plato's most
remarkable pupil, Aristotle considered Rhetoric and Poetic to be intrinsic and
indispensible components of his great philosophic synthesis. One could cite
further testimony; for example, Shelley's immense claim for the function and
authority of poetry. But the list of witnesses would be virtually endless.
Intellectual history, both at high tide and Tow tide, in its periods of bright
achievement and in its dark ages, confirms the truth discerned at its origin:
that the word which was in the beginning is what we cannot do without and
shall be at the end - shall be, if a viable human culture is to be.
So that a library such as this one is far more than a necessary service to
the university. As chief custodian of language, as given over wholly, purely, to
the preservation and increase of language, its significance extends beyond the
university into the total community. The destruction of the library at
Alexandria was not a local but an historic catastrophe; the burning of books
in more recent times has seemed a signal atrocity to many not directly
involved and indeed has become a violent figure for, a key paradigm of,
cultural regression. It does not seem too extravagant, then, to suggest that
today's dedication is also an occasion for paying honor to something larger,
though less tangible, than a particular building: to a cardinal human value
embodied in a cultural institution that holds itself aloof from and superior to
political partisanship, in the interest not of some or another faction but of us
all.
It seems fitting, moreover, that this afternoon's session, this sympos-
ium, should concern itself specifically with literature, language in its most
immediate actualization. The word "literature" is being used with some
breadth, for the present occasion, to include a range of writing divisible into
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three main kinds: criticism, scholarship, and poetry. And the last term can be
taken - as it traditionally has - to apply to any work of the verbal
imagination: fiction and drama, as well as poetry in the narrow sense. These
three kinds cover a great deal of the territory of letters. What are the limits of
criticism, we well may ask, since man's argument with his objectified
experience, that is, his attempt to formulate its terms and to appraise it, has
led him into such ostensibly unaesthetic provinces as are claimed by
psychology, philosophy, and the social sciences? What is not embraced by
scholarship - although the word seems inexact and misleading, stressing the
performer rather than the performance? What does not relate to the
accumulation and classification of knowledge? As for poetry, Aristotle, for
one, speaks of it in such a way as to suggest that it names all the arts and
indeed any mode of imitation. In Hesiod and also even in Horace, it is
difficult to be sure which muse stands for what. How poetry is to be
disengaged from life, or the rest of life, defined as a thing in itself, has
occupied both critics and poets: Wallace Stevens as much as LA. Richards.
It is, in consequence, equally true that the three kinds overlap to the
extent that differentiating them may appear arbitrary: an endeavor to impose
neatness and symmetry. Matthew Arnold united two of the kinds, poetry and
criticism, in a memorable, though not entirely lucid, definition. T.S. Eliot
went further and proposed that every major poem is implicitly but
importantly a criticism of its antecedents. That accumulated knowledge is
crucial to both criticism and poetry is too self-evident, a proposition to
require more than a nod of assent. Or should be too self-evident: a
qualification evoked by distressing implications and consequences of the
contemporary cult of "relevance." Nonetheless, the discrimination is useful.
It permits a focus on particular stress, interest, intention, point of view. It
attests to the diversity contained in a shared enterprise. And it enables us to
assemble here three distinct voices, each characteristically identified with a
mode of literary expression; and then, that much being said in the way of
provisional classification, each to be heard as an unencumbered, an
unrestricted individuality; each speaking, essentially, for itself.
The speakers have, in different ways, a connection with Syracuse
University, and the fact of the connection partially justifies the general, the
conveniently loose, title of this symposium: Syracuse in Literature. Since
none of the speakers is likely to address himself to that title, I would like,
before introducing them, briefly to elaborate on it; I believe I am expected
to. Discounting at once the irreverent interpretation prompted by the musical
comedy adaptation of Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors, I must suppose that
the chosen title alludes to literary activity at Syracuse University that
complements the custodial function of the library: activity in the three
modes designated: criticism, scholarship, poetry. The subject is probably a
very large one, inviting inventories derived from historical research. Not
having done elaborate homework - and also out of uneasiness at any
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apparent show of institutional self-praise - I will be more nearly anecdotal
than historical, my remarks to be taken as selective not for judgmental
reasons but because of the limits of personal point of view. So much for
apology and disclaimer.
Despite its longevity, its ancient roots in the Tenth Book of The
Republic and also in early Hebraic-Christian exegesis, criticism has not been a
serious subject of academic study for more than a handful of decades. It was
sometimes taught, yes, but almost invariably as a body of knowledge,
chronologically ordered, to be learned'in much the same way as a sequence of
historical events might be learned. What, the student was asked, was
Longinus' definition of the Sublime? What were Wordsworth's opinions about
the proper language of poetry? These questions have their measure of
importance; they relate to criticism, but neither deals with criticism as subject
of study. The distinction is between criticism as valuable information to be
rehearsed and memorized and criticism as an activity that invites the
participation of amateurs as well as professionals: a problematic activity
which, on the authority of the legacy of the past, involves choice among
many possible attitudes and procedures: choice, knowledge, of course, taste
(but not just "I know what I like"), and disciplined imagination. It is
criticism as a subject, rather than an object, of study: as an action that invites
participation in the critical process rather than notation or commitment to
memory - that is relatively new to university education. I. A. Richards was
a pioneer; his Practical Criticism, published in 1929, was based on a classroom
experiment and was expressly intended to revolutionize educational phil-
osophy. It is hard to persuade students that Richards' book is a monument of
innovation, hard because its direct and indirect effects have been so
thoroughly assimilated by today's pedagogy. It is sometimes hard for me to
appreciate the book's one-time novelty, because when I joined this
university's faculty in 1946, criticism had long been taught as a fusion of
theory and practice: as ideas and attitudes which students were asked not
merely to observe but to share.
As regards the teaching of criticism, Syracuse was, I think, peda-
gogically precocious, and while the reasons for this are many, including a
departmental chairman free from doctrinaire opinions, the executive reason
was the late Professor Leonard S. Brown.
Leonard Brown came to Syracuse in the mid-twenties. He grew up
through the period of literary modernism and he understood much more
quickly than many of his contemporaries - including those who were
publishing essays in little magazines about the new, the then-avant garde,
literature - that writers like Joyce, Eliot, Lawrence, Faulkner were here to
stay, were part of the tradition and should be taught. He got such writers into
the curriculum. Simultaneously, and perhaps even more importantly, he got
criticism-as-a-subject out of its hoary wraps, treated it as a live opportunity
rather than as a dead museum-piece, introduced ideas and systems of ideas at
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the time deemed at best inappropriate, at worst taboo, and kept asking his
students questions, questions.
In the middle thirties' Brown was fired from the University for bringing
up dialectical materialism in his class. The Syracuse evening newspaper
blazoned his dismissal in a front-page headline - gown in those days being
news to town. On the following day he was rehired.
Leonard Brown was not influential through his writing, but it is hard to
overestimate the influence of his teaching on three generations of students.
Many themselves became teachers, and through them the influence pro-
liferated. An obvious and distinguished example is the late Stanley Edgar
Hyman, whose first book, The Armed Vision, one of the earliest studies of
twentieth century literary criticism, acknowledges its indebtedness to
Leonard's course. Another of Stanley Hyman's books, The Tangled Bank,
which treats the systems of Darwin, Marx, Frazer, and Freud as dramatic
structures, also has a root in Leonard's teaching. In suggesting· this I do not
mean to lessen Stanley Hyman's achievement. The reputation that he
deservedly earned as a teacher at Bennington, his prolific talent for criticism,
reviewing, editing, being a sometime anonymous "Our Man Stanley" for The
New Yorker's Talk of the Town - these extend as far beyond influence as did
the gift for fiction of his wife, Shirley Jackson, who graduated from Syracuse
in the same year as her husband.
I received a letter several days ago, asking me to supply data of Leonard
Brown's birth, marriages, death, etc. to a former student, vintage about 1940,
now a university professor at another institution. This person, whom I do not
know, despite being not in literature but in the social sciences, thinks of
Leonard, dead now for more than thirteen years, as having done most to
shape his mind. He wants to make appropriate dedication in a forthcoming
book.
Leonard Brown did another thing, the last among many I shall mention.
He believed that students should have available a multiplicity of viewpoints
and also that they should be put in as immediate a relation as possible with
their subject-matter. He got the university administration to support his idea
and so was able to initiate the practice of bringing here for visits of varying
duration practicing critics who had achieved a certain mark but who were as
yet relatively unrecognized within the academy. Among others, Malcolm
Cowley, who is both critic and literary historian of his own generation of
writers, came early and has returned many times since. Kenneth Burke came
for a six-weeks stay and has returned; in the late 1930's during his first visit,
he gave a series of lectures in Leonard's class, out of which emerged the title
essay of The Philosophy of Literary Form, surely a crucial watershed or
change of slope - to borrow two of Burke's own metaphors - in the recent
history of critical theory and practice.
This informal program of visits by critics outside this university, and
sometimes pretty much outside any university, has endured. Granville Hicks,
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whose best known work, The Great Tradition, attempted a Marxist criticism,
was a visiting professor in 1960. And the late Delmore Schwartz spent three
of the last four years of his life here with an appointment that the University
hoped would become permanent. Delmore was most widely known, perhaps,
for his poetry and fiction, but this was because his abundant criticism was not
collected and published in book form before his death. Its importance is
suggested by the paramount role it played in such journals as Partisan Review,
The Kenyon Review, The Southern Review dUring the years - the forties and
fifties - when these journals were· the dominant, and even dominating,
vehicles of literary sensibility and opinion in this country.
During the late forties and the fifties, after practical criticism,
previously almost exclusively the property of the literary magazines, had
gotten a foothold in the academy, there occurred in many American
universities a dramatic confrontation and conflict. Scholar and critic
discovered themselves to be in bitter opposition. Scholarship charged
criticism, particularly the so-called New Criticism, with a lack of historical
sense, with an ignorance of literary source and background, with an ignorance
of history, with simple ignorance. Or it expressed indignation that other
modes of criticism should find ideas derived from sociology and psychology,
the ideas, say, of Marx and Freud, germane to literary study. The critics, on
the other hand, charged scholarship with an obsession for circumstantial
information at the expense of works of the imagination, literature itself. They
accused the scholars of either ignoring literature proper or treating it as a fact
rather than an experience; they charged the scholars, finally, with an inability
to read. The conflict generated a considerable amount of heat - and also
some amusement. It was analogous to the eighteenth century battle between
the ancients and the moderns, to the battle of the books; and the books were
on the one hand the Publications of the Modern Language Association and on
the other Partisan Review; on the one hand A.O. Lovejoy's Great Chain of
Being and on the other, Cleanth Brooks' Well- Wrought Urn - or for practical
teaching purposes, Understanding Poetry. Like the eighteenth century battle,
this one spilled into mock heroic, and as with the earlier battle, neither side
won. Or else both sides won, for each certainly gained something from the
other.
This battle largely, though not entirely, circumvented Syracuse. One
reason I have already suggested: that the English Department at least was
already innoculated to criticism, it having established itself long before the
shooting broke out elsewhere. A second reason is that most members of the
faculty deeply concerned with criticism - and not as mere object of
knowledge but as process of discovery - were, and are - for I am thinking
particularly of Walter Sutton - themselves accomplished scholars. Con-
versely, scholars like Sanford Meech and Mary Marshall were and are keenly
interested in critical theory and practice. So there was nothing much to fight
about: a matter of regret to a few but not to the many. Scholarship and
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criticism have been comfortable companions here, neither quite sure where it
leaves off and the other begins.
The case of poetry is a curious one. Its central position in the
curriculum of the humanities has never seriously been questioned, but until
recently there was, in many or most American universities, a strange
indifference to the fact that for poetry to be, it has to be written. An abiding
interest in poetry managed to go hand in hand with an absence of interest in
the poet, the live poet. The New Criticism contributed to this ambivalence,
for it preferred, by and large, to think of imaginative literature as an object
rather than an utterance: as existing in a relation to the reader rather than to
the writer; and it was ready to tell the latter that what he thought he was
doing, his intention, might have no more than a glancing or even misleading
connection with what had been actually done. D.H. Lawrence's well-known
advice: "Don't trust the author, trust the book," got re-couched as: Distrust
the author, trust critical method. And scholarship in the person of John
Livingstone Lowes proved that the books Coleridge read themselves wrote
"Kubla Khan."
So there was no real place for the poet in the university. He was there
only vicariously, in the library and the bookstore. Oh, poets did indeed teach;
they had, after all, to live. But their teaching and their writing were
independent, and close to unaware, of each other. One, a course in
Shakespeare or more likely, in freshman English, went on inside the academy;
the other went on, time permitting, after the themes were graded, outside the
academy - outside its recognition, and in some instances without its
approval. Partly because of this imposed split in the activity of the
teacher-poet, a split, a hyphen, that threatened his personality, college
teaching was not thought to be the right job for a writer; when sympathy
turned to sneer, the usual stress was on compromise.
The radical change in this situation, a change that occurred earlier here
than in many universities, was due in great part to students. Young people
have in recent decades - increasingly since World War II - taken going to
college to be a matter of course. They have gone to college, instead of into a
trade, and some of them have wanted to write, an important few of these
with very good cause. Just about as old as a cockney surgeon's apprentice
who happened to be a genius, they have taken their own writing to be too
serious to be fractured off from their reading; they have wanted it to be
considered part of their education. A John Keats may not turn up in the
classooom, but when an undergraduate student named, for example, Joyce
Carol Oates quietly leaves the manuscript of a novel on the academic desk,
then the academy had better fashion an appropriate response. And it did. It
learned from its students that in selected cases the writing of fiction and of
poetry should not be dismissed as extra-curricular but treated with the same
gravity, though with less emphasis, as the reading of fiction and poetry.
The students, the genuinely talented students, made their point. It then
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remained for the university to draw the obvious inference. If we have stopped
thinking of writing merely as a tool, if we have started to regard excellence in
writing as an end in itself and as educational achievement, how then can we
maintain our traditional reserve towards practicing poets and novelists?
Should they not be embraced by the university; embraced not merely as
teachers, teachers of composition or of anything else, but above all as writers,
contributors to this library and to all libraries?
Syracuse University has been fortunate in the writers whp have come
here to be a part of its faculty. I think it can congratulate itself, too, on the
writers it has encouraged as students and then let loose on the outer world.
By accommodating poetry alongside of scholarship and criticism, this
university has not solved, any more than other universities, the ancient and
persisting problem of what education should really be, but it has, I think,
usefully enlarged its scope and redefined its function.
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The Lost Voice ofCriticism
by Hilton Kramer
I t is a particular pleasure as well as a special honor to be inivited to
speak here today on this happy occasion. Some twenty-five years ago, I had
the good fortune, while an undergraduate on this campus, to study with
Professor Leonard Brown, and it was this experience, as much as any other,
that determined the subsequent course of my own professional life. Leonard
Brown's course in literary criticism was, for many of us in those days, the
high point of our literary education. Although I was fortunate, after leaving
Syracuse, in studying with a number of distinguished teachers who were far
better known to the world at large as critics and writers, what I learned from
them served only to supplement and re-enforce what I had already absorbed
in Brown's extraordinary classes. I shall always feel a profound debt of
gratitude to this great teac,h.er.
For Leonard Brown, criticism constituted a high intellectual calling,
a vocation of solemn responsibility - responsibility not only for the
elucidation of literary texts but (as I now see it in retrospect) for the defense
of those literary texts against the corruptions of mass culture, of political
sectarianism, and, above all perhaps, of indol~nt and complacent intelligence.
As a teacher, Brown was blessed with the ability to impress upon his students
a vivid sense of their obligation to encompass, as profoundly as their abilities
permitted, the deepest truths of the literary imagination, and not merely as
an acade!J1ic exercise or a cultural acquisition but as a means of coming to
terms with life itself. To understand the complexity of the literary
imagination, especially in its difficult modernist forms, was, indeed, to
understand the complexity of life, for what else was the high art of literature
- in this view - but the deepest and wisest account of life that our culture
had vouchsafed for those with the courage and the intelligence to face it?
There was much complaint, then and later, about the false orthodoxie's
and unnecessary cults induced by what was then still called the New
Criticism. With certain portions of thjs complaint, one could agree and yet
still feel that the standards upheld in the New Criticism represented
something extremely precious. Under· Brown's tutelage, certainly, there was
no mistaking the nature of the critical task, which was to induce the greatest
possible consciousness of the way the literary mind made its discriminations
and effected its miraculous revelations. Far from being considered a threat to
the creative and irreducible miracle that lies at the heart of every literary
achievement, criticism was understood to be an indispensible aid to its proper
appreciation. To be conscious - conscious of form, conscious of the
experience that makes a form, conscious of the moral discriminations that
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determine a form and of the history from which a particular form draws its
sustenance and its inspiration - to be conscious was deemed not only an
advantage but a necessity for any serious commerce with the literary mind.
In Leonard Brown's classroom, criticism was the least sectarian, the
most comprehensive and humanistic, of enterprises. Edmund Wilson had his
place alongside Aristotle, Blackmur and Tate and Empson alongside Coleridge
and Arnold and Eliot. After such an initiation into criticism as a habit and a
discipline, one might deepen one's knowledge but there could be no real
surprises.
The surprises, when they came, were of another sort: in the discovery
that the very consciousness that criticism was designed to induce could
become the object of a certain hatred even among the people whose
ostensible profession it was to enlighten us about the vicissitudes of our own
culture.
For nothing is more conspicuous in the history of our literature - and
in the history of our intellectual culture - over the past twenty-five years
than the decline of literary criticism. I mean a decline not only in prestige but
in performance, a decline in confidence, in moral and intellectual energy, in
the faith that is implied in the very notion of the critical vocation. Of
commentaries about books and their authors, not to mention commentaries
about that vast array of cultural artifacts that now makes some insistent
moral or esthetic claim on our attention as a substitute for books, - of such
commentaries, we have certainly suffered no shortage. But these commen-
taries, like so many of the objects that inspire them, are not, by and large,
designed to make us more conscious of the complexities of either art or life.
They function more as anodynes than as instruments of iilumination; they are
designed to tranquillize rather than to induce consciousness. Whether their
objectives are ideological or only commercial or, what is more commonly the
case, a combination of the ideological and the commercial masquerading as a
new moral imperative, these commentaries constitute a kind of anti-criticism.
Their purpose is not to direct attention to some hitherto undiscovered or
unexplored terrain so much as to flatter our befuddled disposition to believe
that the terrain we already occupy is more than sufficient for the prosperity
of our minds and our emotions.
The decline of criticism - and I speak specifically of literary criticism -
in the intellectual life of the last quarter-century signifies an historic
shrinkage not only in the role that conscious intelligence is expected to play
in the creation of cultural values - the values by which creative intelligence
lives - but in the position that literature itself is expected to occupy in the
consciousness of our educated classes. And this historic shrinkage, lamentable
enough in itself, is all the more lamentable in being promoted not as a
catastrophic loss but as a desirable liberation. Having suffered an impairment
in our faculties, we have been asked to believe that we have in fact acquired a
new source of Vitality.
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There is no doubt, at least in my own mind, that literature is now
expected to occupy a somewhat defensive and devalued position in the lives
of the educated, and I wonder if we have yet begun to gauge the implications
of this turn in our cultural affairs. Wherever our intellectual contemporaries
meet to exchange views in public, whether at the dinner table or the cocktail
party, at committee meetings or in the sessions of the Modern Language
Association, it is not literature but something else - the movies or the visual
arts or popular music or the ballet, but pre-eminently the movies - that
sparks the most animated exchanges and the most articulate defense. The
decline of literary criticism has, in fact, been accompanied by a parallel boom
in writing about the movies - writing that may at times constitute a
legitimate mode of criticism in itself but, significantly, does not need to do so
in order to excite the animated response I speak of. The success of a
publication such as New York magazine, which is nothing if not a reliable
guide to cultural fashion, is an interesting case in point, for conspicuously
missing from its roster of regular critics and columnists who bring us a steady
flow of information and misinformation about everything from this week's
movie to next year's expected sexual deviation - conspicuously missing is a
regular book critic. The editors of this magazine have, in their wisdom,
determined that their readers, who are likely to be college-educated, enjoy
high incomes, and occupy positions of some responsibility in the professions,
these readers do not rate the discussion of books very high on their agenda of
cultural necessities. Even The New Yorker, which otherwise does maintain a
high standard of literary discourse in its pages, no longer deems it as necessary
to employ a regular book critic as, say, a film critic or a music critic.
Such developments, accompanied by what is for me the most fateful of
all - the decline in the quality and number of our little magazines and
literary reviews, where for so many decades the best literary intelligence was
to be found - such developments tell us a great deal about where literature
stands at the moment in the cultural hierarchy. And lest we succumb to the
belief that literature has simply drifted, undirected, into this devalued
position by the inevitable pull of philistine taste and indifference that have
been - and remain - a fairly steady factor in our cultural affairs since the
dawn of the industrial era, it is well to remind ourselves of the role that
criticism itself - the anti-criticism of the intellectuals - has played in this
debacle. In the history of which I speak, philistine taste, unaided by an
energetic effort to discredit critical intelligence, would not have been
sufficient to the task of reducing and'damaging the position of literature. A
vigorous anti-criticism was required to bulldoze the foundations.
For this task there was no lack of eager volunteers, even - perhaps one
should say, especially - in the ranks of those who, professionally speaking,
still "professed" to uphold the very thing they were determined to destroy.
The McLuhan madenss, now a dim and slightly comic memory even, I
suppose, for those who so recently ga;e voice to its arcane vocabulary of
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literary self-contempt, was but one of a series of campaigns designed to
"liberate" us from the constrictions of literary intelligence. Another was the
effort, led by no less a personage than the Leavisite editor of Partisan Review,
to persuade us that, in the songs of the Beatles, we had been given an
achievement comparable to The Waste Land - and a hell of a lot more
affirmative than that literary antique. Literature, too, was to be considered a
kind of sound-stage on which the writer "performs." The literary text, once
so sacred to criticism, dissolved - in this view - before the antics of the
"performing self' - and by this criterion, not surprisingly, the only figure
capable of competing with the Beatles turned out to be Norman Mailer. Was
it a coincidence, then, that the Beatles campaign marked the final,
ignominious end of this once valuable literary review as a medium of serious
critical debate? And what did it really signify that a mind like McLuhan's,
which had once belonged to the ranks of the New Criticism, and a mind like
Professor Poirier's, which had once been content to ratify the narrowest of
Leavisite orthodoxies, that minds such as these became so vocal in the
campaign against mind?
I think we find the answer most clearly and openly articulated in still
another of the campaigns that have brought us to our current turn. Perhaps
the most comprehensive and influential example of this anti-criticism is to be
found in the writings of Susan Sontag. Miss Sontag is a formidable intellectual
figure, formidable precisely because she brings so much intellectual authority
to bear on the campaign to discredit the critical function. Her influence in
this regard has been sufficient, at least, to command the sponsorship of one
of the best critics of the older generation - Lionel Trilling - who felt moved
to include her most notorious attack on criticism, the essay called "Against
Interpretation," in an anthology entitled Literary Criticism: An Introductory
Reader intended for use in university courses. The irony - one might even
say, the capitulation - which this inclusion represents, Professor Trilling
himself showed no sign of acknowledging, but it is one that the historian of
the fortunes of criticism over the past quarter-century will be intensely
conscious of, especially as he turns the pages of this anthology to find that it
is Miss Sontag who has been assigned the position of bringing to conclusion a
survey that opens with texts from Plato and Aristotle. For it is indeed the
critical endeavor initiated in the writings of Plato and Aristotle that she is
most concerned to discredit and displace - displace, we may say, with
something other than criticism.
"The earliest experience (the word is italicized) of art," Miss Sontag's
essay begins, "must have been that it was incantatory, magical; art was an
instrument of ritual." And she continues: "The earliest theory of art, that of
the Greek philosophers, proposed that art was mimesis, imitation of reality."
"It is at this point that the peculiar question of the value (again, the
word is underscored) of art arose. For the mimetic theory, by its very terms,
challenges art to justify itself."
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What is being lamented in this essay is, indeed, "the peculiar question
of the value of art"; what is lamented, in other words, is consciousness itself
- consciousness as it reflects upon experience and devises theories and values
- consciousness that compares one experience with another in order to
determine preferences and permanences. Not simply the mimetic theory of
art, but the habit of mind that looks to theory, is placed under attack.
True, Miss Sontag resigns herself to the permanent loss of a primeval
innocence, though she is admirably honest in refusing to conceal the depth of
her yearning for it. "None of us," she writes, "can 'ever retrieve that
innocence before all theory when art knew no need to justify itself, when one
did not ask of a work of art what it said because one knew (or thought one
knew) what it did. From now to the end of consciousness, we are stuck with
the task of defending art. We can only quarrel with one or another means of
defense. Indeed, we have an obligation to overthrow any means of defending
and justifying art which becomes particularly obtuse or onerous or insensitive
to contemporary needs and practice."
What Miss Sontag is, in effect, advocating in this essay is a mode of
criticism that will function for us as the moral and esthetic equivalent of that
"end of consciousness" we can no longer hope to retrieve, what she calls - in
the conclusion to "Against Interpretation" - "an erotics of art." What is
regarded as "obtuse" and "onerous" and "insensitive" is the thing that
encourages consciousness, and what most encourages consciousness - or at
least offers the most conspicuous resistance to that state of primitive
transcendence so much to be desired - is the notion that there is "such a
thing as the content of a work of art." Miss Sontag writes: "What the
overemphasis on the idea of content entails" - and for Miss Sontag, it is hard
to imagine an emphasis that would not be an overemphasis - "is the
perennial, never consummated project of interpretation. And conversely, it is
the habit of approaching works of art in order to interpret them that sustains
the fancy that there really is such a thing as the content of a work of art."
The "erotics of art" Miss Sontag specifically calls for - and that so
many others have urged and continue to urge upon us - is a call (or rather, a
recall) to primitivism, to that familiar and sentimental hatred of civilization
that is one of the leitmotifs of modern literature itself. The retreat from the
burdens of the literary mind is a retreat from the burdens of civilization, a
rejection of the tasks that civilized culture has placed before us and upon us.
In confronting those tasks, literary critjcism has indeed performed a heroic
service, more heroic than we fully realized at the time it was at its zenith-
the service of making us conscious of how our best literary minds conceived
the very culture we inhabit, the very lives we live.
The function of this anti-criticism is an escape function, an invitation to
fantasy and daydream - which is to say, a philistine function - for it is the
rejection of criticism that serves philistine objectives, that serves to discredit
consciousness and intelligence and complexity in the name of a lost and
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irrecoverable innocence.
As significant as Lionel Trilling's placement of Susan Sontag's essay in
his textbook survey for students, in my opinion, is his omission of the
greatest modern connoisseur of consciousness our country has produced -
Henry James, who was at once a great critic as well as a great novelist. This is
an omission that would have been unthinkable twenty-five years ago - and a
significant measure of the decline I have attempted to describe. James was
certainly not oblivious to the "magical" aspects of art, to the authority it
derives from a primitive impulse. But the entire burden of his work and the
whole abundant energy of his marvelous mind was lavished upon demon-
strating, over and over again, the perils of these misplaced quests for
innocence and the necessity - in our culture, not only an esthetic and even a
biological necessity but a moral necessity as well - of immersing ourselves in
the treacherous complexities of real experience. That was why, to its
everlasting credit, the great critical movement now so sadly in decline placed
so high a value on his achievement as a writer - and on the achievements of
his literary peers.
The voice of that critical movement is now practically stilled, and in its
stead we have this odious counterfeit that employs the vocabulary of mind in
order to urge its surrender. In the fifties, we often heard the complaint that
literary criticism was taken too seriously, that its practitioners acted as if
civilization depended upon the parochial, piecemeal, fragmentary, highly
specialized tasks it was performing for specialized audiences in narrow
confines. Yet looking back on that complaint today, on this occasion, when
we are gathered to honor an institution that is the very symbol of the literary
mind, it seems to me that something crucial to our civilization did depend on
this narrow task - and does depend now on a revival of the vocation we have
allowed to wither. The voice of criticism is the voice of civilization in its
effort to illuminate its own fate. Like so many other tasks that once seemed
marginal and supererogatory, and thus dispensible, it now appears to be
absolutely central to our needs, and imperative to our moral and intellec-
tual survival.
For Miss Sontag, "the idea of content is today mainly a hindrance, a
nuisance, a subtle or not so subtle philistinism." Or again: "In most (in this
case, it is I who italicize the word) modern instances, interpretation amounts
to the philistine refusal to leave the work of art alone." And she singles out
literary criticism, in particular, as the most guilty party. "This philistinism is
more rife in literature than in any other art. For decades now, literary critics
have understood it to be their task to translate the elements of the poem or
play or novel or story into something else."
Now what is most significant about the line of this attack is not the
argument about "content" or "interpretation" and their alleged alliance with
philistine taste, but the distance that separates the argument from the reality
of the critical movement it is ostensibly addressed to. There is no question
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but that in the lower intellectual altitudes of academic life, philistine
"interpretation" of the sort she describes once abounded - and, for all I
know, still abounds. But Miss Sontag is speaking of something more
significant than an academic cottage-industry; she is speaking, as she says, of
"most modern instances," and she thus dismisses the entire intellectual
burden of the New Criticism, and indeed of all modern criticism worthy of
the name, which was to illuminate the ways in which the poem or play or
novel worked - worked as a poem, as a play, as a novel. This emphasis on the
esthetic strategy of the concrete text was indeed the crux of the battle that
criticism waged against the literary historians once entrenched in the
universities; it was at the center of all the debates over critical method. It was,
as they say, what the New Criticism was all about. And this, Miss Sontag
ignores - and ignores for good reason - for her argument requires an
imaginary antagonist since she cannot bring herself to identify her real one,
which is literature itself, especially modern literature, with its legendary
difficulties and complexities that require, for adult comprehension and
response, precisely the "disease" of consciousness she wishes to be cured of.
She turns instead, and ineVitably, to the movies, which are said to be
"the most alive, the most exciting, the most important of all art forms right
now." And why the movies? For the same reason that McLuhan turned to the
television screen and Professor Poirier to the Beatles. Because it is in these,
rather than in the more arduous act of the literary mind, that we find an
experience that most closely approximates the experience most passionately
longed for - the "incantatory" and the "magical," which is to say, the
mindless, the consciouslessness, of "the earliest experience of art." It is in
these, rather than in the art of literature, that we can hope to take possession
once again - even if only for the moment and only as an illusion - of that
primeval innocence that predates the dawn of "consciousness."
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Romantic Chemistry
by Cecil Y. Lang
The invitation to speak at this symposium specified that whatever I
said had to be scholarly, and it implied, without quite specifying, that I was
to be original, profound, elegant, ana witty as well. It also said-quite
definitely-that I was to be allotted 30 minutes, and this limitation of time
was the only part of the assignment that gave me pause. Then my problem
suddenly solved itself, and I was ashamed at not having perceived the solution
before. Clearly, no one can say anything in 30 minutes. Clearly, the number
was a typographical error and my allotment was 300 minutes. It was then
that I chose as my subject "Romantic Chemistry" and promised a talk on
Goethe, Shelley, Stendhal, Emily Bronte, Rossetti, Swinburne, Mallarme,
Wagner, Debussy, and D.H. Lawrence, all considered against a background of
Genesis, Plato, the Pauline Epistles, Dante, and Milton.
Romantic Chemistry (the phrase is my own) is a kind of scion (in the
horticultural sense) of Romantic Love, which is said to have originated, or at
least to have acquired its characteristic contours, in eleventh-century
Provence. Its history is vertiginously complicated, and even in 300 minutes I
could not begin to represent it adequately.
Nonetheless, I want to begin with Adam and Eve, and I use Milton's
paraphrase in Paradise Lost (VIII. 494-9) because it is such an improvement
on the corresponding verses in Genesis. "I now see," said Adam, speaking of
the creation of Eve,
I now see
Bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh, my self
Before me; Woman is her name, of Man
Extracted; for this cause he shall forgo
Father and mother, and to his wife adhere;
And they shall be one flesh, one heart, one soul.
A little later on in Book VIII, Adam, like a prurient adolescent (as in a sense
he is), asks how angels make love, and Raphael replies that angels have it even
better than human beings. He explains (rather too clinically) that angels find
no obstacle
Of membrane, joint, or limb, exclusive bars;
Easier than air with air, if spirits embrace,
Total they mix, union of pure with pure
Desiring; nor restrained conveyance need
As flesh to mix with flesh, or soul with soul.
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But one of these passages refers to conjugal, not to romantic, love, and the
other is a heavy-handed joke. Neither is relevant to romantic love, because
neither allows for the distinction which is the kernel of the romantic
conception, the separation of sense and spirit. The Pauline doctrine of agape,
with its rejection of amor or eros, and the Platonic conceptions set forth in
The Republic, Phaedrus, and Symposium are more to the point, because both
are dualistic, as is that of Dante. All dualistic conceptions of love are a quest
for unity. The difference between love as we see it in romantic writers
beginning in the late eighteenth century and what had gone before is simply
this: Earlier, body had always been subordinate to soul, or, if they were seen
in some way as equal, soul was more equal. Fielding, in his essay "On Love"
prefacing Book 6 of Tom Jones, notes that Love is commonly understood as
"the desire of satisfying a voracious appetite with a certain quantity of
delicate white human flesh." He emphatically rejects this definition, calling it
"hunger," and like a neo-classical, squirearchal, demotic Dante, writes not a
Divine but a Secular Comedy, and his protagonist achieves a vision not of
Beatitude but of Wisdom-Tom Jones, moving from Inferno through
Purgatory to the Paradise of union with Sophia, in London.
In romantic love, sense and spirit, body and soul, necessarily unite:
each requires the other. Shelley, in his essay "On Love," says: "if we feel, we
would that another's nerves should vibrate to our own, that the beams of
their eyes should kindle at once, that lips of motionless ice should not reply
to lips quivering and burning with the heart's best blood. This is Love."
(David Lee Clark, Shelley's Prose, Albuquerque, 1954. p. 170). Shelley
emphatically accepts this definition and like a high romantic, hieratic
Plutonian Petrarch writes a poem, "Alastor," in which the protagonist rejects
the sensual fulfillment offered him by the Arab maiden and, failing utterly in
his quest, dies in the Caucasus-"No sense, no motion, no divinity." (This is a
partial, though not a simplistic or reductive reading of a complex poem.)
I turn now to Goethe's short novel-or novella-Elective Affinities,
published in 1809-a year after the first part of Faust and a decade or so after
Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship. He intended it, apparently, to be inserted
in Wilhelm Meister's Travels (which was not finished till 1829), but it outgrew
those limits, both in size and complexity. Though too long for a digression in a
larger work, it is in itself not immense-only about 300 pages long-but it is
very complex indeed. It seems clear that it had a biographical origin. When
Goethe was 57 years old, he married Christiane Vulpius, with whom he had
already lived for eighteen years and who had borne him five children. About a
year later he met and fell in love with an eighteen year old girl named Minna
Herzlieb (which must be the aptest name for this sort of thing in all literary
history, ranking with, but not after, L'iI Abner's Appassionata von Climax
and James Bond's Pussy Galore). The story reflects this conflict in Goethe's
mind between marriage and passion. The title is the German rendering of a
Latin work on chemistry by a Swedish physicist, Bergmann-De aUrac-
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tionibus electivis. (The German is Die Wahlverwandschaften, which was
purely a technical term in chemistry.) In Stendhal's Le Rouge et Ie Nair
(1831) it is the title of Chapter 7, where Madame de Renal and Julien Sorel
begin to fall in love, and here it is already denuded of chemical connotations,
being used solely for its emotive value. In 1809, however, we are told, it was
comparable to a novel today with the title of The Principle of Verifiability or
E=MC2. (R.J. Hollingdale, Penguin edition, p. 13).
Goethe's plot, as such, is not complex. Reduced to the simplest terms
possible, it goes like this. A middle-aged man and woman, Eduard and
Charlotte (both of whom had been married before) finally seem to realize
their dearest wish in marrying each other. They discover odd, opposing
incompatibilities, both of habit and temperament, but seem able to rise above
them. At Eduard's insistence, an old friend, the Captain, comes for a visit,
and then Charlotte brings home from school her young niece, Ottilie.
Predictably, the wife and the Captain fall in love and also of course the
husband and the niece. The first two renounce each other; the other two,
Eduard and Ottilie, die of love for each other (and perhaps of starvation as
well). This sounds unendurably commonplace, if not actually silly, though in
truth it is neither silly nor commonplace. On the contrary, it is profound,
original, sophisticated, moving, disturbing, perplexing, a little boring here and
there, and it is overburdened to the breaking point with philosophy and
symbolism.
The title, Elective Affinities, is explained and elaborated in Chapter 4,
and it is necessary to look at this closely in order to see exactly what it
means. The phrase seems to suggest that romantic love can be reduced to a
chemical equation or at least has its origin in mutual chemical attraction of
some sort. Yet nothing could have been further from the author's intention.
Goethe used the phrase to exemplify the ineffable, ineluctable, inexplicable,
irrational-possibly, supernatural-aspect of human relationships. As the
Captain puts it (Penguin, 52-3): "Those natures which, when they meet,
quickly lay hold on and mutually affect one another we call affined. This
affinity is sufficiently striking in the case of alkalis and acids which, although
they are mutually antithetical, and perhaps precisely because they are so,
most decidedly seek and embrace one another, modify one another, and
together form a new substance."
At this point, Charlotte draws a human analogy. More talk and more
personal applications that ought to be personally embarassing but aren't, and
then a fourth chemical component is introduced and we have this (Penguin,
55): "Four entities, previously joined together in two pairs, are brought into
contact, abandon their previous union, and join together afresh. In this
relinquishment and seizing, in this fleeing and seeking, one really can believe
one is witnessing a higher determination; one credits such entities with a
species of will and choice, and regards the technical term 'elective affinities'
as entirely justified." Charlotte, asking for an illustration, is told that
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examples are useless (Penguin, 56): "One has to have these entities before
one's eyes, and see how, although they appear to be lifeless, they are in fact
perpetually ready to spring into activity; one has to watch sympathetically
how they seek one another out, attract, seize, destroy, devour, consume one
another, and then emerge again from this most intimate union in renewed,
novel and unexpected shape: it is only then that one credits them with an
eternal life, yes, with possessing mind and reason, because our own minds
seem scarcely adequate to observing them properly and our understanding
scarcely sufficient to comprehend them."
All this is, of course, a perfect paradigm of the relationships of the
novel, but I am concerned only with the "elective affinity" of Eduard and
Ottilie. As I have already remarked, they die of love for each other, of the
impossibility of consummating or fulfilling their love: they can live neither
with it nor without it. Eduard, we are told (Penguin, 286), "had never felt
anything to compare with the sense of well-being he felt when he and she
were together, a sensation she too still retained; she too could not forsake this
blissful feeling which had become for them both a necessity. They exerted, as
before, an indescribable, almost magical attraction upon one another. They
lived beneath one roof, but even when they were not actually thinking about
one another, when they were involved with other things, driven hither and
thither by society, they still drew closer together. If they found themselves in
the same room, it was not long before they were standing or sitting
side-by-side. Only the closest proximity to one another could make them
tranquil and calm of mind, but then they were altogether tranquil, and this
proximity was sufficient: no glance, no word, no gesture, no touch was
needed, but only this pure togetherness. Then they were not two people, they
were one person, one in unreflecting perfect well-being, contented with
themselves and with the universe. Indeed, if one of them had been imprisoned
at the far end of the holise, the other would gradually and without any
conscious intention have moved across in that direction. Life was an enigma
to them whose solution they could discover only with one another."
Ottilie wills her own death-she literally starves herself to death-and
Eduard says to her on her deathbed (Penguin, 293): "Shall I never hear your
voice again? Will you never return to this life with a word for me? Very well!
I shall follow you across: there we shall speak together in another tongue!"
Eduard carries on in a kind of living death-for an undefined length of
time (Penguin, 298-9): "He lived on unheeding, he seemed to have no more
tears to be shed, to be incapable of further grief. His participation in social
life, his enjoyment of food and drink decline with every passing day ... drink
seems to be repugnant to him and he seems to be deliberately abstaining from
food and speech." Eventually, he succeeds in willing his own death (probably
hastened by starvation), and he is buried beside Ottilie (no one else to be in
the vault with them). "And thus the lovers lie side by side," the novel
concludes. "Peace hovers about their abode, smiling angelic figures (with
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whom too they have affinity) look down upon them from the vault above,
and what a happy moment it will be when one day they awaken again
together." (Chemistry, we see, has not been forgotten even in the last
sentence.) Like two chemical components uniting, Eduard and Ottilie joined
and became something different: "They were not two people, they were one
person, one in unreflecting, perfect, well-being, contented with themselves
and with the universe."
Goethe's influence on English literature has been pervasive, profound,
and enduring, and it has been well documented, but the influence is generally
supposed to be-and the documentation certainly is-limited pretty severely
to three works, The SO"OWS of Young Werther (I774), Wilhelm Meister's
Apprenticeship (I796; translated by Carlyle in 1824), and the first part of
Faust (I 808). And these three works have nothing at all to do with the
specific subject I am concerned with. I want to suggest-I cannot say
demonstrate; I wish I could-that in the early nineteenth century the
vocabulary of romantic love in English poetry sometimes became quite
different from anything it had ever been before and that it owes this
transformation to Goethe's Elective Affinities. This new vocabulary is what I
call "Romantic Chemistry," and I think it entered English in the poetry of
Shelley.
There is no proof that Shelley ever read Elective Affinities. Alfred
North Whitehead said that if he "had been born a hundred years later the
twentieth century would have seen a Newton among chemists," and it
requires no fantastic leaps of imagination to suppose that he would have been
attracted by Goethe's title. We know that he translated large portions of Faust,
that he included Goethe in his "ideal library," that he heard Captain Kennedy
read some Goethe in 1814, and so on and on. Not very much more and not
very interesting and not at all significant. Of Byron and Goethe, on the other
hand, we know a great deal. There is an excellent book on the subject by
E.M. Butler in which, along with much else, we learn that he had read about
Elective Affinities in Madame de Stael's De l'Allemagne in 1813 and that he
had read the very work in a French translation.
I am concerned primarily with two of Shelley's best-known works,
Prometheus Unbound (I820) and "Epipsychidion" (1821). In the earlier
poem, Panthea narrates a dream-vision of her union with Prometheus. I think
there is nothing like it in English poetry before this time, and it seems to me
significant that in "Alastor," four years earlier, in a remarkably similar
context, Shelley's diction and description had been conventional by
comparison. Prometheus appears to Panthea in her dream, and then, in
Shelleyan language that defies paraphrase, his spirit (apparently) addresses
her. She lifts her eyes upon him, and from his eyes "love steamed forth like a
vaporous fire." Their literal union-she becomes him and he .becomes her-is
then rendered in the imagery and vocabulary of chemistry. Love, she says
(ILL75-86),
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Steamed forth like a vaporous fire; an atmosphere
Which wrapped me in its all-dissolving power,
As the warm ether of the morning sun
Wraps ere it drinks some cloud of wandering dew.
I saw not, heard not, moved not, only felt
His presence flow and mingle thro' my blood
Till it became his life and his grew mine,
And I was thus absorbed until it past,
And like the vapours when the sun sinks down,
Gathering again in drops upon the pines,
And tremulous as they, in the deep night
My being was condensed ....
"Till it became his life and his grew mine." This becomes even more explicit
in "Epipsychidion," when the poet says to the Lady (1.52): "I am not thine,
I am a part of thee." And this swells to the apocalyptic climax of the poem
(11.565-587):
Our breath shall intermix, our bosoms bound,
And our veins beat together; and our lips
With other eloquence than words, eclipse
The soul that burns between them, and the wells
Which boil under our being's inmost cells,
The fountains of our deepest life, shall be
Confused in Passion's golden purity,
As mountain-springs under the morning sun.
We shall become the same, we shall be one
Spirit within two frames, oh! wherefore two?
One passion in twin-hearts, which grows and grew,
Till like two meteors of expanding flame,
Those spheres instinct with it become the same,
Touch, mingle, are transfigured; ever still
Burning, yet ever inconsumable; ...
One hope within two wills, one will beneath
Two overshadowing minds, one life, one death,
One Heaven, one Hell, one immortality,
And one annihilation.
This great passage reads like a versified distillation of Wuthering
Heights. Yet though no one can affirm, absolutely, that Emily Bronte had
read either Shelley or Elective Affinities, probability is as fixed as certainty is
elusive, and I don't think any reader of Emily Bronte's poems would doubt
her knowledge of Shelley's. The most Shelleyan of them all, as it is the
greatest and the most famous (it was read at Emily Dickinson's funeral four
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decades after it was written) is the one beginning "No coward soul is mine,"
written nearly two years before the publication of Wuthering Heights, to
which, as many have noted, it bears so remarkable a resemblance. Initially,
she seems to be saying one thing when she is in fact saying its opposite:
No coward soul is mine
No trembler in the world's storm-troubled sphere
I see Heaven's glories shine
And Faith shines equal arming me from fear
But these glories and this Faith are not quite the orthodoxies they seem. God
is the deity within, and it is identified with Life:
o God within my breast
Almighty ever-present Deity
Life, that in me hast rest
As I Undying Life, have power in Thee ...
With wIde-embracing love
Thy spirit animates eternal years
Pervades and broods above,
Changes, sustains, dissolves, creates and rears [.]
Though Earth and moon were gone
And suns and universes ceased to be
And thou wert left alone
Every existence would exist in thee
There is not room for Death
Nor atom that his might could render void
Since thou art Being and Breath
And what thou art may never be destroyed.
Furthermore, in the midst of this maelst~om of hypothesis, conjecture,
supposition, and intuition, we can discern one clear, undeniable fact: in 1839
in one of those stories that the Brontes seemed to have used as a kind of
safety valve for their fantasies, one called "Caroline Vernon," Charlotte
Bronte introduces a direct quotation from Shelley's Prometheus Unbound in
a context that establishes her easy familiarity with that poem at least.
As for Emily Bronte's knowledge of Elective Affinities, conjecture is
even more tenuous, though several writers have called attention to similarities
that amount to a startling coincidence if not influence. And we also know
that a long article on Goethe, including a detailed summary of Elective
Affinities, appeared in Blackwood's Magazine (of which the Brontes were
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always avid readers) in February, 1839.
So much for background. In Chapter 9 of Wuthering Heights, in a
famous and pivotal passage, Catherine Earnshaw confesses to Nelly Dean her
intention of marrying Edgar Linton (thereby in a sense betraying Heathcliff).
She had dreamed that she was in heaven, weeping, like the Blessed Damozel,
for her earthly lover, whereupon the angels flung her out and she awoke
"sobbing for joy." She is aware that she belongs to Linton no more than to
heaven, and she knows it because-the imagery of the book reverberates the
explicit statement-because she and Heathcliff are one single being. She loves
him, she says, "not because he's handsome, Nelly, but because he's more
myself than I am. Whatever our souls are made of, his and mine are the
same ....;' Heathcliff, you recall, overheard her earlier words but left before
these were spoken; nor did he hear the continuation: "I cannot express it; but
surely you and everybody have a notion that there is, or should be an
existence of yours beyond you. What were the use of creation if I were
entirely contained here? My great miseries in this world have been
Heathcliff's miseries, and I watched and felt each from the beginning; my
great thought in living is himself. If all else perished, and he remained, I
should still continue to be; and if all else remained, and he were annihilated,
the Universe would turn to a mighty stranger. I should not seem a part of it.
My love for Linton is like the foliage in the woods. Time will change it, I'm
well aware, as winter changes the trees-my love for Heathcliff resembles the
eternal rocks beneath-a source of little visible delight, but necessary. Nelly, I
am Heathcliff-he's always, always in my mind-not as a pleasure, any more
than I am always a pleasure to myself-but. as my own being ..."
The novel resounds with these affirmations. When Cathy, willing her
own demise, rises from her deathbed to go to the window, she leans out in
the frosty air, sees (what is invisible to others) the lights at Wuthering
Heights, and actually communicates telepathically with Heathcliff. "If I dare
you now," she says, "will you venture. If you do, 111 keep you. I'll not lie
there [in the grave] by myself. They may bury me twelve feet deep and
throw the church down over me; but I won't rest till you are with me ... I
never will."
"She paused, and resumed with a strange smile. 'He's
considering he'd rather I'd come to him! Find a way, then! not through
that Kirkyard You are slow! Be content, you always followed me!' "
But nothing in the novel is mo.re resonant than the final scene between
Cathy and Heathcliff, just before her death: "I have not broken your heart,"
he tells her, "you have broken it-and in breaking it, you have broken
mine"-clearly meaning that her heart within her body is his heart, which he
echoes in saying then: "Oh, God! would you like to live with your soul in the
grave?" And then he echoes it once more in a plangent climactic paradox that
is a poem in itself. " 'It is hard to forgive, and to look at those eyes, and feel
those wasted hands,' he answered. 'Kiss me again; and don't let me see your
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eyes! I forgive what you have done to me. I love my murderer-but yours!
How can I?' " She has murdered him and to that extent he forgives her, but
she has also murdered herself and for that he has no forgiveness.
Before moving on to my final major exhibit, I want to call
attention-without discussion-to Rossetti's poem "The Blessed Damozel"
(1850), which shows two lovers, one ten years in heaven sti11longing for her
earthbound lover, the other lying on earth and, in some way, communicating
with her across interstellar space. The current, and fashionable, reading of this
poem explains this communication as the fevered imaginings of the earthly
lover, but this view surely-in my opinion-misses the point, perverts the
meaning, which is that the lovers are in fact a unity of spirit and sense
temporarily severed and that the earthly lover does in fact feel her hair fall
about his face, hear her words and steps, see her smile and hear her tears. It
takes a severe sense of scholarship to resist finding an influence on the poem
of Wuthering Heights, but alas, it is certain not only that Rossetti had not
read the novel when he wrote the poem but also that he first read it several
years after his poem was published.
My final exhibit is Swinburne's great lyric narrative, Tristram of
Lyonesse, published in 1882. I think it is a great poem-a very great poem,
indeed-and the most unjustly neglected and underappreciated good poem in
the nineteenth century. I am not concerned now with the unfolding of the
story, which, with a couple of exceptions, has much in common with
Wagner's opera (l865)-Wagner has no Palamede and no Iseult of the White
Hands. Though the opera was not performed as a whole in England until
1882, a fortnight or so before the poem was published, Swinburne knew a
good deal about Wagner, had heard a fair amount of his music, including parts
of Tristan, and had read the libretto of Tristan in a French translation. And
he wrote several poems on Wagner.
After a wonderful "Prelude," Swinburne's poem, like the opera, opens
on board ship, Tristram bringing Iseult of Ireland to Tintagel, in Cornwall, to
be the bride of King Mark. Before the potion is quaffed, Tristram,
accompanying himself on his harp, sings a song about love that may be
described as agnostic or skeptical: he does not know what love is, or
understand it, though he is reverent and humble before it. Iseult tells him that
these riddles are too difficult for her and that she had "heard men sing of love
a simpler way." Tristram replies with a second song, counterpointing the first,
which, though it is far from simplifying the matter, virtually transforms Iseult
from a child into a woman. This song, if the first can be called agnostic, is
best described as gnostic: It knows what love is and defines it as an elective
affinity. I quote the first two and last two of the six stanzas:
The breath between my lips of lips not mine,
Like spirit in sense that makes sure sense divine,
Is as life in them from the living sky
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That entering fills my heart with blood of thine
And thee with me, while day shall live and die.
Thy soul is shed unto me with thy breath,
And in my heart each heartbeat of thee saith
How in thy life the lifesprings of me lie,
Even one life to be gathered of one death
In me and thee, though day may live and die ...
I see my soul within thine eyes, and hear
My spirit in all thy pulses thrill with fear,
And in my lips the passion of thee sigh,
And music of me made in mine own ear;
Am I not thou while day shall live and die?
Art thou not I as I thy love am thou?
So let all things pass from us; we are now,
For all that was and will be, who knows why?
And all that is and is not, who knows how?
Who knows? God knows why day should live and die.
Iseult hears and muses:
For that sweet wonder of the twain made one
And each one twain, incorporate sun with sun,
Star with star molten, soul with soul imbued,
And all the soul's work, all their multitude,
Made one thought and one vision and one song.
Love-this thing, this, laid hand on her so strong
She could not choose but yearn till she should see.
They drink the potion, and then, with a stunning variation of a line from the
Paolo-Francesca episode in the Inferno (a line which in itself associates their
love with that of Lancelot and GUinevere) Swinburne tells us
Their Galahaut was the cup, and she that mixed;
Nor other hand there needed, nor sweet speech
To lure their lips together; each on each
Hung with strange eyes and hovered as a bird
Wounded, and each mouth trembled for a word;
Their heads neared, and their hands were drawn in one,
And they saw dark, though still the unsunken sun
Far through fine rain shot fire into the south;
And their four lips became one burning mouth.
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Iseult and Mark are wed in the marriage that is no marriage, Palamede takes
her away, Tristram rescues her, and they linger two or three months in a
forest glade, their Liebesnacht celebrated in erotic poetry surpassed-if it is
surpassed-only by Wagner's music and ending with
Her lips for love's sake bade love's will be done.
And all the sea lay subject to the sun.
In the subsequent episodes Tristram wanders abroad, meets Iseult of Brittany
and weds her in a marriage that is no marriage. Meanwhile, the other Iseult
waits at Tintagel, and waits and waits: and then, in a long, despairing
soliloquy, rises to this climax of yearning fOf'Tristram:
God, God, give him back!
For now indeed how should we live in twain or die?
I am he indeed, thou knowest, and he is I.
Not man and woman several as we were,
But one thing with one life and death to bear.
If I had much more time and much more competence, I should like tQ
try to extend this investigation to include some French symbolist poetry and
the music· of Wagner and Debussy. Nothing could be more to the point here
than the first act of The Valkyrie, when Siegmund and Sieglinde recognize
first their affinity and then their literal consanguinity. "Though I first saw
you today," she says, "I've set eyes on you before." "A dream of love comes
to my mind as well," he replies: "burning with longing I've seen you before."
She sees her likeness in him, he his in her, and then, like Adam naming Eve,
he takes his very name from hers, as she calls him Siegmund. Fortunately, it is
more compelling in German than in English, and with the music it
becomes-for this listener, at least-prostrating.
As does also Mallarme's lovely and willfully obscure poem L 'Apres-midi
d'un faun (1876), which was infused with Debussy's music in 1894 (and with
Nijinsky's choreography in 1912 became the supreme ballet). Of its meaning I
think two claims may be ventured: it celebrates the apotheosis of desire, and
the faun's "crime" consists of having put asunder what the gods had joined
together (though I doubt if the idea has ever, before or since, been invoked in
so perverse a context). Debussy also wrote a musical setting of "The Blessed
Damozel" and, even more significantly, began a piece based on Rossetti's
"Willowwood" sonnets-"an important work," he said, "and written in the
light of my latest discoveries in musical chemistry." (Edward Lockspeiser,
Debussy: His Life and Works, London and New York, 1963, p. 62).
And since I have to conclude somewhere, I think I would-as I will-
terminate with D.H. Lawrence's Unrhyming Poems, which shape this
investigation into a perfect circle, a journey from myth to its denial, from ode
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to palinode:
And yet all the while you are you. you are not me.
And I am I, I am never you. ('"Wedlock," vi)
She touches me as if I were herself, her own,
She has not realised yet, that fearful thing, that
I am the other,
she thinks we are all of one piece.
It is painfully untrue ....
. . . we shall be two and distinct, we shall have
each our separate being
And that will be pure existence, real liberty.
Till then, we are confused, a mixture, unresolved,
unextricated one from the other.
It is in pure, unutterable resolvedness, distinction
of being, that one is free,
Not in mixing, merging, not in similarity.
("Manifesto," vii)
And so there they remain, all these lovers-Eduard and Ottilie, Shelley's
poet and Lady, Cathy and Heathcliff, the Blessed Damoze1 and her
earthbound lover, Tristram and Iseult:
Stuprate, they rend each other when they kiss;
The pieces kiss again, no end to this.
(Ransom, "The Equilibrists," 11.47-8)
Enmeshed in multitudinous unity, engulfed in an agnostic agony, they
never cease their efforts to transcend in some way the limitations of mortal
existence, they despair of the human condition, and they welcome death as
a release from a life that stain's the white radiance of oblivion:
Peace they have that none may gain who live,
And rest about them that no love can give,
And over them, while life and death shall be,
The light and sound and darkness of the sea~
(Swinburne, Tristram ofLyonesse,conc1uding lines)
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What Poetry Knows
by George P. Elliott
Late one afternoon last fall in a quiet corridor in the Hall of
Languages, I chanced to overhear an interchange between two girls gotton up
like bums. The denim patches on their elbows were freshly faded, and the legs
of their bell-bottom jeans were frayed' and muddy around the ankles. They
were about the same size, and they both wore their long brown hair
immaculately disheveled. One had apple cheeks and wore a hand-tooled
leather belt slung about her hips like a belly-dancer's girdle, while the other
had a snub nose and was exposing her navel - no Women's Libbers they.
Three years ago a couple of Marie Antoinette coeds might have been
comparing the strategies of the Robespierre in their economics class to those
of the Danton in psych. But, since that revolution neglected to take place,
what these two were talking about instead was how to handle men.
"He didn't want to have a physical relationship with me," said the first
one. "It was more like, well, you know, artistic. He just wanted to appreciate
me. That make sense to you?"
"Oh, yah," said the second, "it's like this thing that got started between
Jimmy and I. We had, you know, like such a great friendship going for us we
didn't want anything to mess it up, so we talked the whole thing over and
decided we better not enter into a relationship."
"Wow," said the first, "heavy. You mean you came to that decision
together?"
"I said we're friends," the voice was a bit tart, "and friendship can't be
unilateral, friends communicate."
"You're so right. What a mature way to handle a thing like that."
"Of course," she sounded mollified, "I introduced the subject, but any
subject has got to be introduced by somebody."
"Really mature."
What a marvelous place for a writer is Syracuse University these days! A
young man asks a young woman to concoct with him one of the tasty recipes
he has come across in Dr. Comfort's Gourmet Guide to Making Love. "No,"
she cries, "let's make mince-meat instead," and she grinds them both through
the whole decision-making process right to the bitter end. Now imagine trying
to teach Yeats to them! Not that she doesn't care for poetry; she has just
loved Kahlll Gibran ever since her favorite uncle gave her The Prophet for a
high school graduation present. And Rod McKuen's poetry really sends him,
he doesn't care if it isn't supposed to be any good, everybody's entitled to
their own opinion. But it would be as easy to teach them the Kamasutra in
Sanskrit as to get them to understand what's going on in "Michael Robartes
and the Dancer."
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He Bear in mind your lover's wage
Is what your looking-glass can show,
And that he will turn green with rage
At all that is not pictured there.
She May I not put myself to college?
He Go pluck Athene by the hair;
For what mere book can grant a knowledge
With an impassioned gravity
Appropriate to that beating breast,
That vigorous thigh, that dreaming eye?
And may the Devil take the rest.
She And must no beautiful woman be
Learned like a man?
He Paul Veronese
And all his sacred company
Imagined bodies all their days
By the lagoon you love so much,
For proud, soft, ceremonious proof
That all must come to sight and touch ...
She I have heard said
There is great danger in the body. .. .
He I have principles to prove me right.
It follows from this Latin text
That blest souls are not composite,
And that all beautiful women may
Live in uncomposite blessedness,
And lead us to the like - if they
Will banish every thought, unless
The lineaments that please their view
When the long looking-glass is' full,
Even from the foot-sole think it too.
She They say such different things at school.
Well, the world has scrambled in the half century since Yeats wrote that
poem, and now "they say such different things at school" is one of the things
a few of us say at this school. But the irony of this doesn't cut very deep, for
we aren't under any illusion that poet.ry is where much of the action is in this
micrososm of America, Syracuse University. What poetry knows is utterly
alien to what most Americans want, to what most of the people on this
campus want.
From time to time, there have been societies and rulers who can and
want to hear what poetry says, Elizabethan England, for example, and when
that happens poets have an opportunity to be less private and cryptic than
usual and more open. At the other extreme, there are times and places, such
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as Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia, when poetry is so anathematized that
poets cease to write at all or write only for themselves and a few initiates. The
medieval troubadours had it both ways: they were held in high regard
throughout Langue d:tJc, yet what they sang was so dangerous in the eyes of
the Church that often they hid occult religious meanings in their popular love
songs. Just how seriously the Church took this heresy was demonstrated in
tl:te 13th century by the Albigensian Crusade which laid waste to Proven~al
culture and put an end to troubadours forever.
We professor-poets in free-speech -America now are in a strange, if not
unique position. Society and our rulers don't know what to do with any
poetry except the popular song-lyric - which also, of course, often contains
occult meanings, though not very religious ones. Yet, since poetry has long
been respected and since America wants to be thought well of by the rest of
the world, we priestly professors of poetry are paid generously to explain
how to read and write it, we are given academic "research" leaves to write
sbme ourselves, we're fellowshipped just like real scholars. Maybe society has
some sort of vague notion that, just as a way to defuse a revolutionist is to
give him a nice bourgeois salary to teach courses on Marxism, so a good way
to safen down a poet is to call him a Poet in Residence and get him to talk to
young people about poetry. Maybe. But I'm not at all sure it has to work out
like that, even for the revolutionist. Take Angela Davis: as a candidate for an
academic position these days, she has everything a political science
department could want. She's not only a civil rights martyr, she's black, she's
a woman, she has her Ph.D., and she publishes. But I'd be willing to bet that
it would take more than a $50,000 endowed chair at Harvard to defuse her.
Maybe society, uneasy that quite a few of the young seem to be turned on by
poetry, would like, by making professors out of poets, to take the cult out of
occult and turn them into oc-men - oc in Langue d'oc meant yes, turn poets
into yes-men. But I doubt this will happen, for though poets love listeners,
honors, and money with unseemly ardor, there is no way short of a lobotomy
to make them forget what poetry knows.
I realize I am putting the worst possible interpretation on all this,
prying around in the gift horse's mouth. Still, it is remarkable that in this
society a man who repairs shoes, which needs to be done and can be done
well, is paid about a third or fourth as much as a man who teaches poetry, the
results of which can't be measured and are for all practical purposes useless.
Why is this? I don't know. Therefore I speculate, and speculation has a
natural affinity for the extreme case. Well, suppose my unkind conjectures
were true and society's intention in professorizing poets is to make poetry
safe for democracy. Even so, I think nothing very lamentable will come of it
but on the contrary that it will turn out to have been all right.
I have three reasons for this optimism. (Writers pretty much divide up
into those to whom things come in threes, those to whom things come in
fours, dualists, and those for whom all is One. I'm a three-man myself.)
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The first reason is the plain fact that the young do increasingly come to
poetry - for all sorts of peculiar reasons, no doubt, but also for the right
reason, to learn something of what it knows. Take the most obvious
symptom. "Creative writing," to give it its institutional name, has proliferated
so that now there are thousands of such classes throughout the land, in high
schoolS, colleges, and graduate schools. The oddest aspect of this phen-
omenon, commented on by writing teachers everywhere, is that many of
these students have read very little. It does not seem to be poems they like so
much as the language of poetry. They don't much trust the language of
business or politics any longer, and since they speak sociologese and slang,
some of them are suffering from malnutrition of the imagination. But
literarily they are amateurs, they are not serious about making poets of
themselves. The revulsions that drive them to drop in on poetry are the same
as have notoriously driven so many to drop out into drugs; but the attractions
tharpull them to poetry are quite different, more civilized and civilizing. I
mustn't give a false impression; the increase in the number of young people
attracted to poetry is striking, but proportionally they are not many; the
really dedicated ones are few indeed. However, poetry cults never have been
large; in the two and a half centuries of Langue d'oc culture, the total number
of poets who achieved the rank of troubadour was about four hundred. In
our peculiar age a cult is less likely to incur the infections of publicity if it
holds its meetings Monday Wednesday Friday from two to three in 307 Hall
of Languages than if it performs black masses in an abandoned mine-shaft in
Arizona; it's interesting that some of the good poets, these days when the
outcast look is in, go around dressed like insurance salesmen.
My second reason for optimism is the failure of linguistics to get much
of anywhere with literature. Linguistics is the behavioral science oflanguage,
and before it came along science did literature an immense service with the
scholarly reconstruction of texts and contexts. But the one thing science
won't tolerate is a mystery. Scholarship never dealt with the unanswerable
question what makes poetry so powerful? Images were analyzed, words were
counted and clustered, theories were constructed, symbols were codified,
myths were rationalized, themes were traced and patterns found - the
mystery was untouched. What to do? Could it be that poetry was more
stubborn than love, death, good and evil? Kinsey, then Johnson and Masters,
explored the continent of love with chart and camera, and out came you
know what. Insurance companies do what they can actuarially to take the
sting out of death. (I recently got an announcement from the company that
handles retirement funds for the professoriate, to the effect that "these
differing tables reflect the more favorable mortality experienced by women."
My wife was not consoled; but then, she knows what poetry knows.)
Sociology routinely quantifies such ineffables as happiness, scenery, justice.
Economics has occupied a large part of the territory formerly belonging to
what moral philosophy calls "the common good." Linguistics was devised to
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breach the bastion of poetry, and for a couple of decades now the
linguisticians have been working seriously on language and literature. (Isn't
linguisticians a slithery, reptilious word? Linguisticians. I wish it were in
general use.)
The mystery can't be in the words themselves since plain expository
prose uses the same ones; it must be in the way they are put together. All
right, first the linguisticians set about extracting from language both pleasure
and any reference to life-experience, what is vulgarly meant by meaning.
Then they talked about what was left in· an artificial anti-language with lots of
arrows, ps and qs, no humor, and as many words ending in oid and istic as
possible, ational, ology, ific, osis, wise. (Contemplate this: one of the ways a
structuralist gets his jollies is by deconstructing a sentence.) A~d what has
happened to poetry as a result of this ingenious assault? Nothing much. There
are more good prosodists around than there used to be, though whether
linguistics is responsible for this increase is not clear; and less good poetry is
written in meters than formerly, though there is no apparent connection
between this fact and either the rise of linguistics or the improvement in
prosody. Also, from the point of view of esthetic progress, it's downright
reactionary that so many poems, after all this time, after modernism, dada,
surrealism, minimalism, nihilism, and linguistics, should still, right in the
1970s, not only be but mean. As for critics, they bow to linguistics politely
because it's in fashion, but I don't know of any substantial literary criticism
that owes much of a debt to linguistics. For a poet, linguistics is rather like
Xerox. "Great," he says, "You've got a great game going for you there, keep
up the good work. But I just can't figure out any way for it to help me get
hold of this poem that keeps batting.around in my head."
The third and much the most important reason I think having writers in
the academy will turn out to be more good than bad is that they will make it
harder for others to simplify and distort what poetry knows. People trying to
understand the world of humankind commonly turn to poetry, fiction,
drama, for guidance and illumination. In recent times the behavioral sciences
claim to be the source of wisdom about man's nature, what its components
are, how to control them. But very many thoughtful people, including
thoughtful behavioral scientists, are becoming increasingly uneasy about,
say, the presumptions of psychology or the intrusions of sociology. Progress
is the human proof of the validity of science, and in the realm of human
behavior progress seems to be a hydra - beheading one problem causes two
new ones to spring up in its place. Something has gone drastically wrong.
Increasingly, behavioral scientists are doing as Freud did long ago, turning to
poetry to help them understand what we are like.
For my own part, I hope this movement sophisticates; for not only
does poetry (by which I now mean all literature) show us how we are
connected within ourselves and with one another, it also strangely figures
forth in its images and plots and metaphors and scenes patterns of our very
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nature. And we need constantly to be reminded of what we are. Science is so
determinedly progressive, so set upon bettering things, that it has promoted
theories of social and psychological control wildly at variance with what we
are really like.
As an instance of this, take the notorious misbehavior of the children of
American affluence in the 1960s. It generated a tidy industry of analysis,
interviewing, hypothesizing, table-making, most of which could have been
dispensed with by a thoughtful reading of the Nigerian fable Simbi and the
Satyr of the Dark Jungle by Amos Tutuola, written twenty years ago. Though
Tutuola's literary education was poor and his English clumsy, he is, in my
opinion, as strong a fabulist as' the present age has produced.
Simbi was the daughter of a wealthy woman, and
she ... was the most merry making girl in the village and in
respect of that almost the whole people of her village liked to see
her every time. Especially for her singing and amusing sayings,
and she was pleased with her'mother's wealths.
But then her two best friends are kidnapped.
Of course, a few weeks after, the love of her friends was
fading gradually from her heart, and then she started to eat a
little food, but she stopped singing entirely. .. . She became
tired of her mother's wealths and became entirely tired to be in
happiness, etc. that which her mother's wealths were giving
her ....
"The only things I prefer most to know and experience
their difficulties now are the 'Poverty' and the 'Punishment'." It
was like that Simbi thought within herself, because she had never
experienced neither the difficulties of the poverty nor had
experienced the difficulties of the punishment since when she was
born....
She called her mother to a room and with great respect she asked:
"Please my mother I shall be very happy if you will allow
me to go abroad from where I will experience the difficulties of
the 'Poverty' and of the 'Punishment'."
"Will you shut up your mouth, Simbi, for asking me of
what the whole people are praying of every minute not to know
and experience until they shall die!" her mother warned her
seriously and then droveher.out of the room at once.
So, disobedient child, she runs off, and for 125 pages she is battered around
by poverty and punishment. But finally she returns home.
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"Hah, my mother, I shall not disobey you again!" Simbi
confessed to her mother when she remembered all the difficulties
and the poverties which she had met.
And:
Having rested for some days, she was going from house to
house, she was warning all the children that it was a great mistake
to a girl who did not obey her parents.
Another, and profound, example: The Iliad. War has always been
abominable, but it used to be, under some circumstances, glorious as well;
now, technology and nationalism between them have made war abominable
and only abominable. As a result, and it is not hard to understand why, there
has been a great revulsion against the progressive forms of war-making which
threaten to destroy the world they have already depraved. But this revulsion
has gotten out of hand, especially in the liberal West; it has turned against
that male aggressiveness which is an obvious root of war, noble or ignoble.
There have been various attempts to explain away this aggressiveness; one of
these is a marvel of lunatic ingepuity; men are aggressive as a compensation
for their sense of inferiority at not being able to bear children. Like Hercules
maybe? Or King David? Or Beowulf? Well, whatever the rationalistic
explanation, the logic goes: war is evil, therefore male aggression is evil. There
are some who yearn for the day when genetic progress will let them breed
aggression away. There are even feminist extremists who by cloning would do
away with men altogether. Only logical.
Now if you read The Iliad, really read it, you will not be able to deny
the great good of glory, which is the crown of masculine aggressiveness used
according to certain rules. Take the scene in which Andromache, her baby in
her arms, catches Hektor as he is about to go out to battle. (This is
Lattimore's translation.)
She clung to his hand and called him by name and spoke to him:
'Dearest,
your own great strength will be your death, and you have no pity
on your little son, nor on me, ill-starred, who soon must be your
widow;
for presently the Achaians, gathering together,
will setupon you and kill you; and for me it would be far better
to sink into the earth when I have lost you, for there is no other
consolation for me after you have gone to your destiny -
only grief; since I have no father, no honored mother ....
Hektor, thus you are father to me, and my honored mother,
you are my brother, and you it is who are my young husband.
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Please take pity on me then, stay here on the rampart,
that you may not leave your child an orphan, your wife a widow.'
He knows she is right.
'All these
things are in my mind also, lady; yet I would feel deep shame
before the Trojans, and the Trojan women with trailing garments,
if like a coward I were to shrink aside from the fighting;
and the spirit will not let me, since I have learned to be valiant
and to fight always among the foremost ranks of the Trojans,
winning for my own self great glory, and for my father.
For I know this thing well in my heart, and my mind knows it:
there will come a day when sacred Ilion shall perish,
and Priam, and the people of Priam of the strong ash spear.
But it is not so much the pain to come of the Trojans
that troubles me ...
as troubles me the thought of you, when some bronze-armoured
Achaian leads you off, taking away your day of liberty,
in tears; ...
but strong will be the necessity upon you;
and some day seeing you shedding tears a man will say of you:
"This is the wife of Hektor, who was ever the bravest fighter
of the Trojans, breakers of horses, in the days when they fought about
Ilion."
So will one speak of you; and for you it will be yet a fresh grief,
to be widowed of such a man who could fight off the day of your
slavery.'
His helmet scares their baby son, so he takes it off.
Then taking
up his dear son he tossed him about in his arms, and kissed him,
and lifted his voice in prayer to Zeus and the other immortals:
'Zeus, and you other immortals, grant that this boy, who is my son,
may be as I am, pre-eminent among the Trojans,
great in strength, as am I, and rule strongly over Ilion;
and some day let them say of him: "He is better by far than his
father",
as he comes in from the fighting; and let him kill his enemy
and bring home the blooded spoils, and delight the heart of his
mother.'
So speaking he set his child again in the arms of his beloved
wife, who took him back again to her fragrant bosom
smiling in her tears.
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Or read a recent novel, Cockfighter by Charles Willeford, and you will
see how male aggression denied does not cease to exist, does not go away, but
perverts hideously. To be effective, pacifism must accept it as a profoundly
important fact of our nature that honorable combat fIlls young men with a
radiant, terrible joy which exalts both them and their women; they want that
joy more than they fear the danger. The liberal pacifism which denies this
fact treats aggression as dishonestly as Victorians treated sex, and the results
are no less dirty and even more dangerous. Sex badly suppressed can, at least
sometimes, sublimate into love. What does aggression badly suppressed
sublimate into? What does our new, worse Victorianism generate? Distrust,
suspicion, litigiousness, sadism in art and violence in the streets. Meanwhile,
the world needs a genuine peace built on an acceptance of what is rather than
a lie, on restraint not denial, what William James called "the moral equivalent
of war."
Poetry knows, in a different and deeper way than science ever can,
what our emotions are and how they work, what we are really like, for poetry.
is not blinkered by the drive to manipulate us (for our own good, of course).
Instead, poetry rejoices in and marvels at all of human nature, good and evil
alike. It's poetry not science that teaches us to be wary of manipulating each
other so much, to wonder at ourselves as we are. Yet, though this is of great
importance, the essence of poetry is more important still; but it cannot be
explained, talked about in classroom prose, taught. Yeats again:
Everything that man esteems
Endures a moment or a day.
Love's pleasure drives his love away.
The painter's brush consumes his dreams;
The herald's cry, the soldier's tread
Exhaust his glory and his might:
Whatever flames upon the night
Man's own resinous heart has fed.
The world ignores at its peril what poetry knows. But as Louis Armstrong
said, when someone asked him What is Jazz?, "If you got to ask me, I can't
tell you." Memory: language as the memory of a people: poetry reminds.
That is all I am going to say here and now. If I said any more about it in
public prose, I would be saying something else.
How would one dare to paraphrase those lines of Yeats, making them
clear, easily accessible? Those words arranged as he arranged them mean
exactly what they say, and no other arrangement of them could mean the
same thing.
Whatever flames upon the night
Man's own resinous heart has fed.
Yet, it is not just that what those lines say is true. More, they remind us of a
truth we have always known but keep forgetting.
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